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ABSTRACT 
A neural mode! sugg(~sts how hori~onta.l and int.crlarninar connections in visual cort.icnl a.reas V 1 and 
V2 develop within a laminar cort.ica.l a.rchit.ecture and give rise to adult visual percepts. The lllOdd 
suggests how mecha.nisn1s that control cortical dcvclop!lH~!lt in the infant lca.d to propert-ies of adt!IL cor-
tical anatomy, neurophysiology, and vi;.;nal perception. The rnodel clarifies how excitatory and inhibitory 
conncc.Lious can develop stably by maintaining a balance between excitation and inhibition. The growth 
of long-range excitatory hori,.;onta.l connections h(·:l.wecn layer 2/3 pyrarnidal cells is ba.la.nced a.ga.inst 
that of short-range disynaptie interneuronal connections. The growth of excitatory on-center connec-
tions frorn layer 6-to-1 io balanced against {.hat of inhibitory iut.crncuronal off-ourround connections. 
'fhcsc ba.la.ncccl connections interact via. intracortical and intcrcortical feedback to realiz;e properties of 
perceptual gro11ping, attention, aJI<I perceptual learning i11 tl1c aclult., ru1d help to cxplnin t.h<-~ obscrvecl 
variability in the number and temporal distribution of spikes cmitt.cd by c:ort.ica.l neurons. The model 
rcplicat.cs cortica.l poiut spread function::; and psychophysical data on the strength of rea.! and illusory 
contours. 'l'hc on-center ofJ'-sunound layer 6-Lo- 11 circllit. enables top-down aLLen tiona.] signals fro1n area 
V2 to rnodulate, or a.Lt.cntionally prime, layer 1 cells in area VI wit-hout fully act.iva.Ung them. '.!.'his 
modulatory circuit also enables adult perceptual learning withiu cort.ieal area, V.i a.nd V2 to proce('d in 
a. stable wa.y. 

A ccnLr;d quc~stion in neuroscience concerns how the vi:-;ual rortcx autono1nously devc·lops, stahili:.ws 
its own devclopnH~nt, and then gives rise t.o visual perception in t.hc adult.. 1\ neural rnodel is prcs\'ntcd 
of how t.hcs<' procc~SS('S work and are relatc:d. The: lllodd suggests how t.lw nwchanisn1s which enable 
dl'velopJucnt. t.o st.ahi!i~:c in t.he infant. lead to adult propertic's of perceptual grouping: att.<~nt.ion, a.nd 
learning. lt. hNchy opens a path towards unifying t.hr<'<' fields: infant. cortical dc~veloprncnt, adult cortical 
ncurophysiolog,y and a.nat.on1y, and adult. visual psychophysics. 
A rcla.-t.cd quest.ion concerns why vif-iual cortex, indeed ali neocortex, is organi:u:d into layers. \Vhat. 
l'und.ionai properties are achieved by ~'laminar ('Olllput.ing')? '_rhc JlJOdel clarifies hmv such laminar coJJJ-
puting abets both infant. development and nclult. perception hy enabling cortex Lo select. and complete 
correct groupings of visual signals, while actively suppressing incorrect. groupings: without losing sensi-
tivity to the relative contrasts and spatia-l posi1.ions of these signals. 
'l'hc model proposes developm<-:nt.al rules whereby cort-ical circuits grow whose excitatory and inhibit.my 
signals arc ba.lc:tnccd. Sevc·ra.l rnode! studies have shown how balanced excitation and inhibition can pro-
duce the highly variable interspike intervals that. arc found in cort.in>..l data (Sha.dlen and Ne\vsome, .1998; 
van Vrccswijk and Sompolinsky, L9D8). The present study suggests that. such variability rnay reflect. 
mechanisms t.ha.t. are needed to ensure stable development. and learning by cortical circuits. 
Cells in cortical area V l arc a.rranged into col111nns whose local circuits link together em tical lay-
ers. Cells in each column ha.ve sirnila.r orientational t.uning and sensitivity to eye of' origin, or ocular 
dominance. The columns are <:HT<-mged int.o two-dimensional maps of oricnt.at.iou and ocular dorninance 
(l-lubcl and \rVie:wl, 1962, IDG::), 1DG8). Cortical simple cells are s<-:nsit.ivc t.o th(~ contrast. polarity of ori-
ented image cont.rast.s 1 whereas complex cells pool signa.ls from like-oriented opposite contrast polarities. 
'J'hc classical, oriented receptive fields of t.lwse cells arc derived from local interactions between cells ill 
JH~arby cortical columns. A nmnbcr of mod(~ls have studied how simple cells and cornplex cells develop 
their orientation ally tuned receptive fields wit.bin 1naps of orient.a.t.iou a.nd ocular dominance (e.g., von 
der lvlalshurg, 197::); Grossberg, l97Ga; \Villsha.w a.nd von d<-:r ivla.lsbnrg 1 1D7(); Swindale: 1D80: 1982: 
Hl92; Linsker, 1D8Ga, 198Gb; H.ojcr and Schwa.rt.h, 198\J, 1990; Durbin and Mit.chison, 1990; Ohennayer 
rl a!., 19\JO, 1})92; Miller, 1992, 1994; Grossberg a.nd Olson, lD9tl; Sirosh and Miikkula.inen, 1991; Olson 
and Grossberg, 1 998); Olson and Grossberg (!DDS) review these models. 
None of the rnodels has invcst.igat.ed t.he funct.iona.lut.ilit.y of organizing visual cort.ex into layers. Nor 
ha.ve they modeled development. of t.he longer--range hori~:ont.a.l and int.erla.mina.r interactions t.hat. link 
cells in dif[erenL cort.ica.l eolurnns, or how such developrnent. may be sta.bili:-;ed by self:- balancing excitatory 
and inhibitory sigua.ls. These interactions are often cited as t.hc basis of "non-classical" receptive fields 
that. are sensitive to t.he context in which individual features are found (von der Heydt, Pet.erhans, a.nd 
Baumgartn<:r, JD8/L Pct.crhans and von der Heydt, ID8D; Born and Tootdl, JUDI; Knierim and van 
f•:sscn, !DOL; Sillico et or, 1905). The present art.icle assunws that receptive fields of individual simple 
a.nd c.on1pl(:x ('C']]s have already Hubstant.ia.lly developed in their n:'spective laycr:'-i and columns, and rnodcls 
how longer·- rang(' horizontal and intcrlarnina.r connections develop !wl.wcen columns. This type of study 
ext.cnds t.he functional understanding of cortical organization, because t.he pcrcept.ua.l units that visua.l 
c.ortex processes are spatially disi.ribuLed pa.Uerns of luminance or color that a.re processed in parallel by 
multiple, interacting columns. The rnocld was briefly reported in Grossberg and \Villiarnson ( 1997) and 
VVilliarnson <UJ<i CroH:'-il)erg ( J 998). 
METHODS 
Linking Cortical Development to Adult Perception 
Perceptua.l grouping is t.he process wh<~reby the brain organi~:es image contrasts into emergent boundary 
structures tha.t segregat(-: objects a.nd their bad(grounds in response Lo texture, shading, and depth cues 
i11 SC:(~nes and irnngcs (.ltlles~:, 1971; lt.amachan(lra.IJ a.Jld NelsoJ!, 197(); Beck, l)ra.z(lny, and Rosenfeld, 
1U8:J; Pol at. and Sagi, 1991). Perceptna.l grouping is a basic step in solving the "binding problem)', 
whereby spatially distributed features arc bound into representations of objects and cve11Ls in t.hc world. 
Illu:':lory contours arc a particularly vivid form of perceptual grouping, since they illustrate hmv perceptual 
gronpings can form over image locations that conta.in no contrastive scenic clclllcnts. 
The mode! suggr:sLs t.bat. many aspects of cortical d<~sign have evolved to cany out perc(~pt.ua.l group-
ing. Jn particular, the model proposco how the !arninar circuit.H of visual cortex enable it t.o develop 
cOllllCctions capa.bl(~ of nctivcly selecting and completing t.he perccpLuaJ grouping which best repr<::sent.s 
a visual scene, and suppressing t.he weaker groupings which represent. the scene less well. The \vinning 
grouping that. is chosen in this way can also rcJn·cocnL tbe relative contrasts and spatial positions of 
objects in the scene. 
Such a linkage bct.wecn brain and behavior typically requires a dernonstra.Lion of' how interactions 
among many rnodel cells give rise to erncrgent. properties Lha.t. match behavioral dat.a.. Several types of 
crnergent. properties a.re sirnulat.ed by the model. The rnodel assumes that the classic:al receptive fields 
of simple and complex cells luwe already developed. This hypothesis is consistent with data. shmving 
that the oriented pattern of LGN-to-Vl conncc:tions develops prior to eye opening and structured visual 
input (e.g., (:ha.prna.n ef a!., 1991; Antonini and Stryker, .l99~~a; Chapman a.nd Stryker, 199~~). 'fhe 
model focuses upon how t.he longer-range non-classical connections beL\veen cortical columns develop 
both prior t.o eye opening and after structured visual inputs occur. \rYe propose rules whereby such 
cortical development is controlled. Severa.! such rules work together t.o control stable growth of model 
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c.onncct.ions hy ensuring; that. balanced excitatory and iuhibicory connections develop. Tlw cnwrgcut. 
properties of' this ckvclopmental process arc t.!tc adult anatomica-l and nemophysiologica.! circuits into 
which the rnodd devl:lops. Af't.cr mode:! development st,abilit.cs, visual inputs tlcLivaL<' r<~lls within the 
developed anatomy, therC'hy leading to a s<:cond t.ype of emergent properties; H<-uncly, the ceU activity 
patterns that uwtcb data ahont. adult visual perception. 
Cl<.lssieal Receptive Fields: The model assumes that three types of' circuits with (primarily) 
classical receptive fleld properties develop, at least in pa.rt, bdore the circuits that subscrvc nou-·classical 
receptive fields. \·Vc call the circuits that. have already developed "prc-devdoped" circuits. 'l'hc circuits 
that develop through nwclcl dynamics are called "self-organi:;,ed'' circuits. 'J'he model analyzes one 
important c01nbinat.ion of int.ra.cortical and intercortica.l pa.Lhwa.ys. H docs not. a.Lt.cmpt. to nJOdc! all 
cortical connections, or the variations that exist. across species. ft. also modds the pr<~-developcd circuits 
in t.he simplest. possibk way, since t.hcy arc not. the focus of the study, ancl the computational dnnands 
of the sinl\lla.Lions are great even with t.hcsc simpliilca.t.ions. Prclirnina.ry studic::-:; indicate, however, that 
the computational principles modeled herein ca-n be elaborated and adapted to ha.Hdle these variations. 
Model an;-tlyses will he rest.rict.cd t.o cortical area. Vl, and more particularly to the int.er·blob organiha.-
Lion of V 1 that. we propose interacts with area. V2 to eany out percc~pLual grouping of boundary contours. 
Converging evidence suggests t.ha.t area. V2 replicates t.he structure of area V 1, but a.L a larger spatial 
seale (va.n Essen and ivlaunscll, 198:-); von der Heydt, Pcterha.ns, and Baumgartner, 1\)8;1; Fel!cJw_ln and 
van Essen, 1991; Grosof', Shapley, a.ncl l-la.wkcn, HJ9:3; Kisva.rda.y c!. al., 1995). Vo/c therefore assume 
t.hat. similar developnwnt.al processes may be operative in both V 1 a.nd V2. The model's preclevcloped 
and seJf:.organized properties arc described below, first intuitively and then InaLhernaLically. Figure J 
a.nd Table 1 schernat.it.c the moders connections. The proposed role of the hloh strearn in forming sur-
face reprc;;enLations, and its predicted int.cradions with the boundaries f'ormcd in the intcrhlob stream, 
are discussed elsewhere (Gove, Grossberg, and i'vliugolla., 1995; Grossberg, 1})91, 1})97; Grossberg a.nd 
i\rlc.Loughlin, 1997; Grossberg and Pcssoa., 1998). 
Figure 1 
'l'able 1 
Direct LGN Inputs to Layer 4: In both the brain and the model, the retina activates the Latera.! 
Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) which, in turn, inputs to cortical a.rea. VJ. LGN inputs directly excite layer 
4C in bot.h the ca.t and Inae<lque, as well as layer 4A in t.he ma.ca.qtw (1-Iubel and VViescl 1 1962; Cha.pman 
cl. al., 1991; Reid and Alc)lJso, 1095). In the model, a single, generic., layer 4 is used for simplicity; sec t.hc 
pa.t.hways with open tria.ngles in Figure la. These inputs play a key role in establishing the orienta.t.ional 
tuning of' V 1 sirnplc cells. 
Si1nplc tells in t.lw bra-in respond to a given orientation and contrast polarity; that. is, they respond lwst 
to visual inputs that have a. prescribed orientation a.ncl whose luminance prd(;rellCt', across this ori(:nt.ed 
axis, goes either from dark-to-light., or fro1u dark-to-light, hut not both. Simpk~ cells in t.he rnode! me pre-
developed a.nd arc represented b.]' circular symbob with half white and half black hcmidisks in Figure la .. 
[lv1odcl sirnple cell properties arise as follows from model LGN inputs c-wd intra.cortica.l interactions: L( ~ N 
ON cells (cells t.haJ, are turned Oll by input onset; see syn1bols with white disks and bla.ck annuli in 
Figure la) a.nd LGN OFF cells (cells that arc turned off by input on;-;et.; see symbols with hhtck disks 
and white annuli in Figure la.) both input to layer 1. 'I'hcy are orga.ni1-:ed int.o spatially offset. arrays, 
with the ON cell input.s spatinli.Y di8placcd wiLh respect to the OFF cell inputs, as in Figure la. Due to 
this input array, layer 11 simple C('!\ls ran respond to an oriented input whose luminant area excites the 
ON cells, and whose dark area. excites the OFF cells. 
SclcetiviLy of simple cell n~sponses to oriented contrasts is improved by indudiug rnutually inhibitory 
intcra.ct.ions between cells tha.t. are sensitive to the same orientation but opposite contrast polarit.ic:s 
(Palmer and Davis, 1981; Pollen and Ronlwr, 1D81; Fcrst.cr, Hl88; Liu eL al., HH.l2; Gove, Grossberg, 
and !vlingolla, 1995); sec the pathways with black triangles in Figure la.. Then, when model cells t.ha.t. 
code opposite contrast. polarities are equally a.etiva.t.ed by a. uniform pa.U.crn of activation in t.hc LCN, 
they shut each other ofl' by mutual inhibition. On t.he other hand, when there is a.n oriented transition 
from ON t.o OFF activations in the LGN, the simple cells that best rnat<:h its position, orientation) and 
polarity will be most act.ivatcd. Olson a.nd Grosnbcrg (1998) have rnoclelecl how rnutua.lly inhibitory 
sirnple cells develop which arc nensitivc Lo the same orientation and opposite contrast. polarities, a.L t!w 
same Lime t.ha.t a. eortiea.l map develops whose orientation and ocula.r dominance columns exhibit the 
fractures, singula.riCics, and linear ;:ones reported by Blasdel (1992a, 1992b) a.nd Obennayer and Blasdel 
( 199:l) 
Balaneed LGN Inputs to Laym.· 4 via Layer 6: ln bot.h brain a.ncl model, LG N inputs also 
direct.ly excite layer() (Ferster a.nd Lindstrbm, 1985), which then indirect.ly influences layer -1. via an on-
center off-surround network of' cells (Grieve and Sillit.o, 199.la., 199lb, 1995; Ahmed cia!., 1994, 19D7). ln 
hoth brain a.nd model, cells in t.he on-center receive excitatory inputs frorn lctycr 6, wherea.s those in the 
spatially broader orr-surround receive inhibitory inputs from layer 6 via inhibitory intemeurons in layer 
1. In Figure lb, open triangles designate excitatory connections cu1d black triangles designate inhibitory 
connections. Such a combination of direct and indirect input patlnva.ys to layer 4 is found in many 
neocortical areas (van Essen and i'viaunsell, 198:3; Fellcma.n a.nd van Essen, 1991). The rnodel suggests 
that. it. helps to preserve stable: development. and learning in all these areas, while also allowing them Lo 
be activated by bot.tom-up inputs. In particular, the model predicts that the excitation a.nd inhibition 
within t.he on-eent.er of the G-t.o-1 pat.hwa.y arc a.pproxirnat.cly balanced. The model also predicts that., if 
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the on-center inputs fro!lllaycr ()get too strong relative t.o the niT-surround inputs frolll layer G t.o 1!, then 
development docs not self-staLilihe. lnst.ead, t.ltc non--classical receptive fields of the ll!Od<:l prolifnat.e 
uncont.rolla.hly. On Lhc other hand, if the inhibition get.s t.oo strong, then it. ca.n inhibit the inputs aniving 
at la,yer !J too much, thereby preventing the ('ortcx from bccorning a.ct.iva.tcd at. alt. 
ivlaint.aininga halanc(: between the excit.at.ion and inhibition within the on-center from layer() to -1 has 
important. implications for cortical design. Direct activation of layer 6 is predicted to modulate, prirnc, 
or subliminally activa.U~, cells in layer !J, but not to fire t.lwm vigorously. This prediction is consistent 
with th('; finding that. layer 11 EPSPs elicit.ecl by layer (5 stimula.Lion are much weaker than those eaused by 
stimulation of' LGN a.xons or of neighboring layer 11 sites (Stratford, Ta.rcy,y~Horlloch) Martin) Bannister) 
&. J a.ck, 1 DD6), a.nd also \vit.h the f'a.ct that binocular layer (5 ncmons synapse~ onto monocular layer tl cells 
of both eye types without reducing these cells' monocularit.y (Callaway) 1998, p. 56). Other compatible 
data lutv(~ been reported by Hupc'~ cf a!. (1097) and VVittmer, \)a.lva, a.ncl Kat.h (1997). \Ve suggest 
tha.t the on-center excitation is inhibited down into b(~ing rnodulaLory by the overlapping and broa.der 
off-surround. 'l'hus, t.\.lthough the center excitation is vvea.k, the suppressive effect, of the off-surround 
inhibition ca.n be strong. The need to maintain the on~centcr excitatory-inhibitory balance also predicts 
why direct inputs t.o layer 1 are needed, in addition to the indirect on-cellter ill puts via. la.yer G, i11 many 
cortical areas. '.l'he model predicts that., by t.hcrnsdvcs, the iudirect G-t.o-1 inputs ca.nnot. a.etivat.e layer 
~ celLs without. destabilizing cortical development and learning. lienee the direct bottom-up inputs to 
la.ycr -1 are predicted to be necessary to initiate cortical firing. 
Giv(·~n t.ha.t. strong direct. inputs from LG N Lo layer 11 do exist, the cornhined effect of both the direct 
and indirect. pathways from LGN to lrtyer 1 is to form an on-center off surToUIHl net. work whose net on-
center excitatory input. can fully act.ivat,(~ layer ;J et~lls. VVhen cells in such a network obey t.]w rnembra.ne 
equations of nemophysiology, t.hen they ca.n rnaintain their sensitivity to input intensities that rna.y 
vary over a large dymunic range (Grossberg, HJ7:3, 1980b; Heeger, lDD:1; Douglas cf a!., 1995). This is 
because the rncrnhra.ne equations conta.in (<shunting'), or automatic ga.in eontrol terms, that respond to 
properly balanced on-center a.ncl ofl'-sunound inputs by nonna.lihing the <:tctivities of target, cells without 
destroying their sensitivity to the relative si~es of the inputs. In the present. instance, sueh a model 
net\-vork maintains the sensitivity of eells in layer 1 to inputs front Lhe prior processing level, whet.her 
it he cells in V j responding to LGN input!:>, cells in V2 responding to inputs from Vl, or any other 
combination of inputs. The layer () .. t,o- 11 network is also used to prea.t.tent.ively select and attc~nt.ively 
moduh1..Le the perceptual groupings that form in layer 2/3 (Grossberg, 1999; Grossberg and H.a.izada, 
2000). 
ln summary, the rnodcl predicts Lha.t the rnechr:tnisrn whereby the balance between excitation nnd 
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inhibition is rnaint.ained in the la.J'CI' G~to-il circuit. is of t.hc grNtLest. import.a.!IC(~ for achieving stable 
cortical developtncnt. and later visual perception. This issue has hcen hardly explored expcrirncntally. 
This prediction irnplies that a key cortical dn;ign problem is t.hc following: As more and more cells 
in t.hc of!'..surt'OUJHI become activated by increasingly dc·nsc pat.t.c~rns of inputs, wha.L prevents the total 
inhibition that. is eon verging on a. layer 11 cell f"rorn growing linearly? If" t.hne was jus(. enough inhibition 
t.o balance tlw excitation when just. a few inputs \YC!'e active, t.lwn wh,y would noL the inhibition become 
much too strong when rna.ny input.s were a.ct.ive, thereby shutting down t.hc net. work? On the ot.hcr ha.nd, 
i(" t.he inhibition is well bala.nced when many inputs arc active, then why does not. runaway exeit.a.t.ion 
occur when just. a few inpnt.s arc a.ctivc? 
Developrnent of Self-Norrnali'i'jiug; Inhibitory Iuternenrons in Layer 4: The mode! solves this 
problcrn by assuming that the inhibitory i11temeurons in layer :1 iuhibit. one another, as well as t.a.rgct. 
c.dls in la.ycr 11; see Ahmed eta.!. (199-1, 1997) for consistent. data.. In particular, t.hc model suggests how 
layer 1 inhibitory intemcm·ons conned t.o layer 4 spiny st.clla.t.e excitatory cells as well as t.o other nearby 
layer 1 inhibitory int.erneurons during development.. These conncc.t.ions eventually span all t.hc orientation 
columns within a hypcrcolumn, as well as all the orientation coluntus of neighboring hypcrcolumns. 'l'his 
recurrent inhibition converts t.he neL\vork of inhibitory int.erneurons into a. l'CC\ll.Tent feedback network. 
Because t.he cells of this network obey membrane cquat.ion::;, t.!te inhibitory interncurons within such a. 
population of recurrent. iut.era.ct.ions tr-~lHl t.o nornlalihe their fo!.ttl activity across the cnt.irc intemcnrou 
popula.t.iou (Gror;sberg, 197:3, 1D80b). The tot.al inhibition t.ha.t converges on a. target. cell thus tends 
to be cons(~rved a::; the t.ota.l Humber of inputs varies, thereby preventing the problems st.a.t.ed above. If" 
this properLy is expetiment.a.lly confirmed, then it will be a.n interesting exa.rnplc ol' how less order on 
one level of biological organization generaLes more order on a. higher level. In pa.rt.ieula.r, the crucial 
self:..norrnnli~:a.tion property ca.n be a.chieved simply by allowing the inhibitory iut.emeurons to randornly 
inhibit all cells within their range, rather than restricting t.hcir inhibition to excitatory target cells. As a. 
result. of this less ordered grovd.h of inhibitory connections, t.he stability oft.he (.oLa.lnct.work is facilitated. 
i'Vlaint.aining the balance between excitation and inhibition within the layer ()-t.o-1 on cent.cr does not. 
imply that. inhibition is 'vealc In fact., layer 1 cells that. receive only ofr-surround inputs c:a.n be strongly 
inhihit.ed. The model suggests below how t.he on-center off~surround network frorn layer 6-to~4 can use 
this property to selectively a.rnpli(y t.he strongest perceptual groupings in layer 2/~~ while using t.he off-
surround t.o a.ct.ivdy suppress LGN inputs to layer 1 t.ha.t. correspond to weaker groupings in layer '2/:3. 
'.!.'he wea.kcr groupings hereby collapse. Thi::; is proposed t.o happen as follmvs. 
Cohnnnar Organization via Folded Feedbaek: Active model layer 1 cells are assumed to gener~ 
ate input.s t.o pyra.rnidal cells in la.yer 2/3 via pre-developed pathways. 'I'hese layer 2/3 cells initiate the 
fonua.t.ion of percept ua! groupings via. hori:wnta! conl!cction:::; that. sc!f-organi'l.e dming model clcvclop-
llK'llt.. How these hori~:onLa! conncd.ions develop in the model is dcsnilwd below. BcJore d<~scribing this, 
we first. not.<' what. happens when layer 2j:) cells arc activated. Throughout. the developmental process, all 
C('lls that. a.r<' aci.ivat.cd in layer 2/:3, whether by bott.om-np or horiF,ontal inputs, send excitatory feedback 
signals to layer G via layer 5 (Gilbert. a.nd VViescl, 1979; Fcrst.cr and Lindst.r{)Jn, JDB5), as in Figure lb. 
Layer 6, in tum, once again activa.t.cs the on-center ofl'-surround nct.\vork from layer (j t.o 1!. This process 
is called foldr d feu/back (Grossberg, 1999L because feedback signals from layer 2j:3 get. transmitted in a 
fccdfonvard fashion back to lay<~r !J. The feedback is hereby "folded" back into the feedforward flow of 
bottom-up infonnation within the laminar cort.ica.l circuits. 
Folded fcedha.ck is predicted to be a mechanism that. binds t.hc cells throughout. layers '2/:3, 1, 5 and() 
iut.o functional columns (lVIonn{.cast.le, 1957; Jlubcl and \Viesel, l9G2, !977). The on-center off'-surround 
network from layer () to 4 responds to its layer 2/:3 inputs by helping t.o control which combinations of 
cells reJua.in silllult.aneously active during dcveloprnenL, a-nd thus which cclb will wire t.oget.her, because 
''cells that fire together wire together". 
In particular, early during the developrnent ofrnodc! horizontal conncdions in layer '2(3, the activation 
of la.yer 2f:j cells can cause horizontal adiva.t.ions that. are relatively unsclccLive for coli near position and 
orientation, as i11 t.hc data. of Ga.lush~ and Singer ( l 99()) and Rutha~:er and Stryker ( 199G). YVit.hout 
further .sekd.ion among the possible acLivat.ions, cortical interactions could rernaiu both spatially and 
orientationa.lly dispersed. This is corrected in the model via. t.he intra.cortical folded f"e<.::dba.ck loop. In 
particular, suppose that a combination of bottom-up inpnLs ;-uHI hori~:ontal connections a.ctivat.cs one 
subset of layer '2/:3 cells a liLOc more tha11 a. nearby subset. of cells. Then, other things being equal, 
tlw fa.vor<~d layer 2/:3 cells more vigorously ad.iv<-tLc their layer 2/:1-t.o-5-Lo-G J.mLlnva.y, and then their 
on-center ofl'-:':>IIITOUIHI layer ().·Lo-4 circuit.. As a result, the cells vdwse activities form the strongest la.ycr 
2j:j grouping will suppress the activities of other o~lls via the layer G-t.o-~ ofl'-surround. 'fhc vvinning cells 
then get connected together via. development,, leading to a progressive increase in the projection range 
a.nd orienta.Lional selectivity of these cells, as simulated in the liesult.s section. 
'l'his refinement. process exploits t.he fad that. orienLa.t.ionally tuned simple cells in the model and the 
brain can bias developrnent. t.o favor long-range horizontal connections Lha.t arc colinea.r with t.he preferred 
orienta.t.ions of spatially aligned simple cells (Fit:;,patrick, 1996; Schmidt ct a.l., 1997a). His shown below 
how such oriented a.nd coli near hori~:ontal connections develop frorn <til initial state in which no horizontal 
connections exist. a.L all. H is also shO\vn that, after developrnent. sdf-stabili;~,cs 1 the same properties play 
a. key role in generating perceptual groupings which exhibit properties of adult neurophysiological and 
psychophysical data. 
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Horit<ontal Con1wdions and Pereeptual Gt·ouping: !low these developing hori11ontnl cO!liWC·-
t.ions an• prevented from gencra.t.ing n1n-a.wa.y exeit.a.t.ion and uncont.rolla.hle growt.h is one of the key 
properties of" the mod(:]. i\ clue may be dnived from properties of' adult. hori:wnt.al connccLious. In areas 
V l and V2 of t.hC' adult., layer '2j:) pynuuida.l cells excite each other using monosynaptic long-range hori-
zontal connections. The,y also inhihit. ea.ch other using short-range disy!Hlptic inhibitory conncdiom; that 
are activated by the excitatory hori11onta.l eonnedionfi (Hirsch and Gilbert, l0tll; i'vlcCuirc et al., 1901); 
see Figure tc. '[he excitatory conJwct.ions arc hereby ha.lanced by inhibitory connections. \V(~ show below 
how both types of' connections can develop t.o generate perceptual groupings ''inwardly" bet-ween two 
or more image cont.rasts t.haL are aligned colinea.rly across space (Grosof, Shapley, a.nd Hawken, 199:.1; 
Peterha.ns and von dcr lleydt, 1989; H.edics, Crook, and C~rcut.J~fddt., 198G; von dcr Heydt, Pct.crhans, 
and Baurngart.ncr, 1.981), but not "outwardly" froru a. single image contrast. (Cannoll and Fullenkamp, 
1993; Hirsch and Gilbert., 1991; Knierim and van Essen, 1992; Sonwrs, Nelson, a.nd Sur, 1995; Stemmler, 
Usher, and Ni(·~bur, HHJ5). This is called t.hc lripolc property (Grossberg and ivlingolla, 1985). Illusory 
contours provick a.n excellent. example of the bipole property: lf a single image cont.rast. could generate 
outward groupings, then our percepts would become crowded wif.h webs of illusory contours spreading 
out. fron1 every feature in a scene. On the other hand, percepts of illusory contours between two or rnore 
colin ear inducers are commonplace (e.g., Kani:;,sa, 1979, 1985). 
\Ve now dcscrib(~ how a ha.lancc between layn· 2/:3 cxcit.aticm and inhibition develops that helps to 
st.abili11e cortical clevc]oprncnt. and leads to t.h(·~ hi pole property in t.he a.clult. \V(~ call layer 2/:"1> pyramidal 
cdls t.hat receive bottom-up input. from la.ycr 1 "supported" cells, a.ncl those that do not. "unsupported" 
cells. In t.he model, if an unsupported cell, or cell population, receives a. sufficient amonnt. of horizontal 
excitat.ion, then it will be driven aJ)ove its Iiriug threshold. The cell population will then output hori-
;~,ontaJ excitation t.o itself as well as to other pyra.rnidal cell populations. Unsupported cells can g(~nerate 
supra.Lhreshold cxc-it.at.ion if they receive enough hori;~,onta.l excitation from supported ceJls. Turning ofi" 
input. support frorn layer 11 causes all supported cells, a.nd then a.llla.yer 2./:l activities) t.o deea.y t.o zero. 
Therefore: boundaries ca.n group a.cross a ga.p provided the gap is sma.ll enough a.nd the grouping signal-; 
from the ::;upport.ed cells on each end of the gap a.re sufTic.icntly strong t.o drive the interior, unsupported 
cell::; above threshold. 
The horit~ont.a.l c·;xc.ita.t.ion from a single supported cell popnla.Lion cannot. cause runa.wc.ty excitation 
and outwa.rd grouping a.mong unsupported cells because it. also activates br.tlanced disyuaptic. inhibition 
fro1n srnooth st.clla.tc cells. In this situa.t.ion 1 the disyna.ptic inhibit.iou is proportional to the horit~onta.l cx-
cit.at.ion because both pyramidal and smooth stclla.t.c cells receive t.he same horit~ont.a.l input signal. Given 
t.ha.t. hori:wnt.al excitation from a single supported cell populat.io11 is inhibited by disyna.ptic inhibition, 
how do groupings ever span a region of unsupported cells? One fac.t.or is that inhibition frorn smooth 
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stellate cells to pyramidal cc]]:-; ('<-lll li:lg hchind the direct. excitation bctwcc:n pym.midal cells due· to the 
tin1e it Lc1kes the smooth st.e!!atc ('ells t.o integrate their inputs. Therefore, syJH:hroni~('d inputs to la._yer 
'2/:3 facilitate grouping because LlH'Y allow the hori~ont.al signals t.o :-;unlllHlLc a.t. t.hc Large(. pyramidal 
cells before inhibition from local sn1oot.h stellate cells takes df"ccL. This property is consistent. with the 
finding of' Usher and Donndly ( JD98) that. visual groupings <U"C facilitated when inducers (.).j"{~ presented 
syncJlrOJIOUSly. 
This argument about. synchrony is not sufficient., however, to explain how inward grouping succeeds 
whereas outward grouping docs not. The model notes that when two or rnorc pyramidal cell popu-
lat.ioiJS are a.ctivat.e<! at positior1s tl1a.L arc loca.t.ccl at opposite sides of an unsupported pyra1niclal cell, 
then excitation from these~ cells more easily sum mates at the unsupported cell, which ca.n therefore ex-
ceed its firing threshold. In addition, this excitation activates the corresponding diHynaptic inhibitory 
int.erneurons. A:-> in the case of' the layer 4 ofr.-surrouncl, the rnodel disynaptic inhibitory interneuron::; 
arc predicted to inhibit each other as well as the pyrarnidal celb. This model hypot.heHis is consistent 
with <UlC.1.tomical dat.a. shmving that inhibitory layer '2/:3 interneuron::; synapse on both pyramicla.! cells 
and other interne11rons (Mc-C~11ire et. a!., 1991; Kisvarday eta!., 199:3). Hence t.he tota.! <.v:tivat.ion within 
such a popula.tion of inhibitory inLc~rucurons is predicted to be a.t least partially nomHdi~ecl. As a result, 
it ma.y grow less quickly Lha.n smnmating ac.Liva.Lion of the pyra.rnida.l cells. The model hereby predicts 
that reeunent inhibition may influence t.hl~ l~Xcita.Lory-inhibitory balance in both layer '2/:3 and layer 
1. In summa.ry, due to a conlbination of spatial summation f'adors in the som-ces of exciLnt.ion, and 
ddttys a11d amplitude properties of illhibition, net a.ctiva.Lion of (.he target pyramidal cells is possible, 
and grouping ca.n occur inwardly hnt. not outwardly, thereby rca.li~ing the bipole properLy (Grosslwrg 
and Mingolla, 198f)L which has lwen used to explain a.nd predict many perc.cpt.ual grouping dat.a. (e.g., 
Born and '.I.'ootell, 1991; Shipley and Ke!lma.n, 1092; \Vata.na.be a.Jld Ca.va.na.gh, 1992; Field, Hayes, and 
Hess, 190~); Grossberg, H1$)tt, 1\J\J7; Pola.t and Sagi, 1991; Gove, (irossbcrg, and 1\.ilingolla., 1995; Dresp 
a.ncl Grossberg, 1997; Grossberg and Pessoa., 1998). 
There is more neurophysiological evidence for Lhe bipole property in cortical area. V2 (e.g., von der 
Heydt, PeterhanH, and Ba.umga.rt.ner, 1984; Von der Heydt a.ncl Pet.erhans, 1980) than in Vl. In Vl,just 
a few unsupported cells have, to the present., been found that show full <Jctivation of unsupported cells 
by pairs of supporting cells. lvJorc V 1 cells show a. modulatory influence frorn neighboring pyra.rnida.l cells 
(e.g.) Redies, Crook) and Crentzfcldt, 1986; Von der Heydt, a.nd Petcrha.ns, 1989; Grosof1 Shapley, and 
Hawken, 199:3; Ka.padin, Ito, Gilbert, and \rVcstheimcr, 1D95). These are challenging expcrirnents to do 
in Vl because of the shorter hori~onta.l connections there, a.Jld the existence of feedback frorn V2, which 
has longer horizontal connections. 1) nsupported V2 cells could be fully a.et.iva.tcd by stimuli that fall 
ouf,Hidc the V .l rccept.ive fields, and could modulate Vl cells by top-down feedback. For simplicity~ thf~ 
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present model assunws that Lhc bipole property holds in both VI and V2. Altering the rnoclc·l to allow 
only modulatory bipolc influence;; in V l can h(' accornpli;;hcd hy changing the Jllodel paramd.ers t.ha.t 
control whether convergent. horizontal connections can flrc the cell in t.lw absence of bottom-up input; 
see the Appendix, equations (26)-(28). 
Dnvelopnwntal Growth Rules: These propertie:::: of adult grouping arise in the rnodel by spe-
cia.li;;ing t.wo wc:ll-known developmental rules. The first. rule is t.ha.L axous are a.ttra.cted to cell targets 
when the source and target cells arc hoth active (Gunder;;otl and Banc~tt, 197\J) 1980; Let.ourne;ut, lD78; 
Purves and Lichtman, 1D80; Lichtman and Purves, 1981). 'l'lw second rule is that axollS cornpete int.ra-
c.cllularly ror growth I'CSOlll'Ces (Purves aud Lichtman, 1980; Lichtman and Purves, .1.981). ln the j)l'(\~(-;nt 
instance, the flrst rn!e enables horizontal c.onnedions t.o form ir activations in a source pyramidal cell 
and a target pyramidal cell are ;;ufT\cient.ly correlated --in particular, ir the t.argc~t cell saLisflcs the bipole 
property -and rernoved if they arc not (Callaway and J(aL:-:, 1890) 1991; Lowe! and Singer) 1992). 'T'his 
rule is rea.lizcd by an a.ctivity·-dcpeiHk~nt. morphogenetic gradient whose strength decreases with di;;tancc 
from the target. cell that ernits it. The gradient influence;; horizontal grovvt.h only in active source celb. 
As contact. between two c:clls is achieved) a synaptic learning law strengthen;; t.he synn.ptic contact. by 
continuing to sense the correlation between pre;;ynaptic c.tnd postsynaptic activity. 
The second rule prevents uncontrolled proliferation of horizontal connections by withdrawing con--
nections from ta.rgct cells that. are receiving rnor(~ poorly correlated signals than other target cells. The 
two mles work together to wit.hdra.w eom1ect.ions from cells that may be a.divat.ed by vvcakly correlat-
ed image features or st.a.tistically insigniflntnL noise. These rnodcl mechani;;ms for axonal growth a.nd 
synaptic tuning dynamically stabilize eort.ica.l development. as the developing cortical structure maLclws 
tile st.a.t.istics of its environmental inputs. If this match is disrupted lat.cr in life, then a new bout of 
devcloprnent. a.nd/or learning om he triggered by the same mechanisms. Because of this property) Lhe 
rnodcl can be used Lo cla-rify data a.bont. shared rnolccular sub;;tra.Les of neonatal development and adult. 
learning (Bailey el a/., 1992; Kandel and O'Dell, 19!J2; Mayfonl cl a/., 1992), plasticity of adult cortical 
representations after lesions (Merzenich cL a!., 1088; Chino cf a!., 1092; Gilbert. and 'Vicsel) 19D2; Da.ria.n-
Srnith and Gilbert) 1991; Kapadia e!. a!., lDD1; Das and Gilbert, 1 095; Schrnidt d al.) 10D6L dyna.mica.l 
rcorga.niza.Lion of long-range eonneet.ions in the visual cortex (Gilbert a.nd \Viescll 1992; Zohary ci a!., 
l 991 ), and perceptual learning in the adult. (Kami and Sagi) HW 1; Poggio) Fa.hle) a.ncl Edelman, 15)92). 
In f'rtd. the model equations for activity-dependent c:ont.rols of synn.pLic strength have already been used 
to expla.in propert.ic;; of adult learning (e.g.) Grossberg) 1980a.; Carpenter and Grossberg) Hl9l). 
Top-Down Feedback fro1n Vl to LGN: Layer 6 of model a.rea Vl sends t.op-down feedback 
to the LGN via an on-center ofr:-smround network) as also occurs in vivo (Murphy and Sillit.o) 1987; 
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\Vebcr, 1\aliL a.nd Bchn-11, !9BD; l\Iurph,y and Sil!it.o, lD~lG); sec: Figure ld. The feedback on-center 
reinforces t.hc activities of those LCN cells which have succeeded in activating V l cells, notably V1 ccll:':i 
whose activations rcprcscut t.he strongest pN(".(:pt.ual groupings. The f"l'cdback off-surround suppresses 
the activities of other LGN cells. As in the bra-in, this rllod<'l feedback cirC'uit. increases the useful visual 
information t.hat. is transmitted from LGN to cortex by cnhnncing cont.ext.ua.lly significant. difl"crenccs 
between LnN respon:':les (I'vleClurkin et. a.l., lD\J!l), and also influences t.lw length Luning of LGN cells 
(Murphy and Sillito, 1987). The LGN t.o VJ circuit is also known Lo he rnodulat.ory (Sillito cf a.l., 199~). 
Earlier rnodding work predicted that this feedback pathway plays a role in stahiliz:ing the developrnent. of 
bottom-up connections frorn LGN to Vl, as well as the reciprocal Lop-down connections from VJ. Lo LGN 
(Grossberg, I D7Gb, 1 980c.t). Grunewald a.nd Grossberg ( l 998) have modeled how the nonnal developrncnt 
of bottom·· up disparity tuning ca.n occur at. V 1 complex cells when such top-clown feedback is operative, 
and have shown how t.his development rnay break down when it. is noL. Further experimental study of 
t.hi:':i question is needed. For purposes of the pr(~scnL rnodeling analysis, it. is assmncd that. these Lop-down 
eonueet.ions arc pre-developed and a.rc available Lo f"aci!it.ate a.ct.ivat.ion of the conect combinations of 
simple and complex cells. 
RESULTS 
Developmental Data and Simulations 
The next. three sections summarize how the model simulates data a.bouL the development of lo11g-ra.nge 
horir-onta.l connections in a.rea. VI. After development. scdf'-st.abiliz:es, the resultant network can, without. 
f"urthcr drange 1 sirnuh.1..t.c adult neurophysiological and psychophysical data.. As in the brain, the model 
undergoes two stages of' development (Figme 2). One occurs prior Lo eye opening 1 when endogenous ra.n-
clonr geniculate and cortical activity detcnninc the initial specificity of horiz:onta.] connections (H.uthazer 
and Stryker, 1906). 'l'he other occurs a.f"Ler eye opening, when pattenred visual inputs ca.n strengthen 
and refine t.hcse connections (Ga.luske and Singer, l99G). 
Figure 2 
Severa.] a.nat.ornica.l studies have illvestigated how horizontal projections develop in the superficial 
layers of visual cort.ex into a.dult connections that connect colurnns of sirnilar orientation preference 
(Callaway and Katz, 1990; Dura.d: and Ka.tz 1 19nG; Ga.luske a.nd Singer, l99G). Callaway a.nd Katz (1990) 
used neuronal tracing and intra.cellula.r sta.ining to investigate the development. of clustered hori'l-ont.a.l 
connections in cat striate cortex. They found an even, unclustered distribution up to 2 mm from the 
injection site during the first. postnatal week, followed by an increase in t.he range a.ncl clustering of the 
projections in the second postna.La.l week, when the eyes are opened, and finally a. long, slow refinement 
of projeet.ions due to the elimination of sorr1e connections until an adult level of clustering \Vas reached 
]] 
In t.hc ;;ixt.ll po:'>tnat.al \\'C'('k. 
lncTUIS( of fJrojeclion H.a.nqc: The Galuskc a.nd Singer (lDDG) investigation of long-range projections 
111 cat. area ! 7 (i.hc analog of' monkey area V l) at. different. st.agc~s of postnatal devdoprncnt. yielded 
a sirnilar conclusion. Ga.luske and Singer (HJDG) abo reported quantit.at.iv(: data. about. t.he projection 
range of" pynunida.l cells (Figure-~;~, t.op). Soon after eye:• opening, Lite projection range douhled over a 
period of twelve da.ys (from P J!)---·P2G). Presumably, t.he increase in projn:tion range in due Lo the grea.t.er 
correlat-ions in act.ivit._y over large spatial dint.anccs t.ha.t. occurs in nat.ura.l, st.nict.ured, irna.gcs. Figure :_~ 
(hot.toln) :::;hows the sirnula.ted projection range in Lhe 1nodel. Before cy<-: opening, the short-range spatial 
correlations of the Ullstructured inputs arc reflected in the relatively short-range extent of" hori:wut.al 
projections. Soon after eye opening, the long-range spa.l.ial corrclationn in the structured visual inputs 
cause the proj(~dion range to double, just as in the data. of Galnske and Singer (ID\JG). Th(~se results 
exploit the developmental rules described a.bove by causing a. larger projection range t.o grow when the 
statistics of visual imagery provided rnore long-range corrcla.Lions. 
Figure :3 
Incrtasc of Orien!ahonal S'declivil:IJ: A similar pattern of exuberant growth fo!low(~d by slow refine-
ment of" project-ions hai:i a.lso been found in the ferrd. Because lhe ferret is born :J weeks earlier in 
development than the ('.at, it has more st.a.bk orientat.ion-·sclcctive cortical cell responses than the caL 
duriug the period in question (Dura.ck and Kat.:;:, JD\JG; Rutha.J~or and Stryker) 19D6). Ruthaz:er and 
Stryker (1D9G) report(~d quantitative data about the growing orientat,iona.-1 selectivity of hori11ontal clus--
t.Nillg over Lime, using a nta.Listic called the Cluster Jndex (C.!). The Cl measures the log of the average 
ncment-ucighbor distance bet. ween horizontal projections within a nwasurement window l divided by the 
average distance betwcell a randornly selected point in the window and t.hc nea.rcst hmiz:ont.<-.tl projection. 
Therefore, a. uniforrn distribution of horiz:ontal projections would lend t.o a(_'.:] of" log( I) :::: 0. As clustering 
becomes ITJOJ'(~ refined, UI increases. Figure 4 (Lop) shows the Cl obtained by Rut.ha.zer and Stryker (l.D9G) 
from 21 da.yn postna.tal up to adult. age. Before eye opening, which is about :31 days post.na.t.a.l, there 
is a. positive CI, indicating a clustering bias, presumably favoring iso-orientation connections. After eye 
opening, the CI rapidly increases to reflect the strong) adult bias in fa.vm of iso-oricnt.ation connections. 
Figure 1 
The model does not represent. individual horiz:ontal projections, but rather the a.vera.ge strength of 
horit'lont.a.l projections from an orientation column to other orient.at.ion colurnns. Therefore, the model'n 
forrna.t is unsuitable for cornputing a CI index. An a.na.logous rneasurement of orientation preference was 
cornput.ed by dividing the strength of a column's horiz:ontal conncct.ions to nearby columns with the same 
orientation preference by the nt.rength of all the column's horiY-onta.l connections. 'l'his statistic is shown 
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in Figur<' ;j (hot.t.om). Like: the Cl ind<'X, it. shows an initial lllOdcrat.c bins in favor or iso-orient.a.t.ion 
connections t.hat. dramatically incn~ascs a.f"Ler eye opening. In ord<:r !.o rnake Lhe cotnptlt.cr sirnulat.ions 
tract.a.hl<', the !node! presc:nt.ly represents only two orientations (v(:rtica.l and horizont.al) so Figure ~ 
shows the bias in favor of" one oricnta.t.ion over t.he perpendicular orientation. If" L!w model rc:prcsent.cd 
iutcrmcdiat.c orient.a.tiotls as well, then the rcla.i.ivc iso-oricnt.at.ion bias would lw sma.llcr l.wcausc t.he 
presence or inLermcdiat.e orientat.ions would reduce tile average orienLa.tion distance: between iso- and 
non- iso-orie11 t.atiotl colttlllllS. 
i\f"t.c:T dcvc:lopnlent, hori~:onLal proj<:c:tions pref"creJlt.ially connect columns wit.h similm oric:nt.a.tion 
preferences that. arc aligned colilwarly with their orientation preference (Fit.;;,patrick, lDDG; Schmidt. el 
a!.) HW7a.) .. Figmc G (ldt.) shows a. pola.r plot from Fit.t~pa.triek (lDD(j) or t.he projection ricdd frolll a site 
in layer 2/:3 of" tree shrew stria.t.e cortex. The distance of" each point. from t.he center of" the projection 
field represents the nHJllhcr of labeled terminals a(. that. angle (in 10° increments). The orientation of t.hc 
projection field is alig]J(;d with the orientation preference of its source neuron. Figure G (right.) shows the 
analogous projec:t.ion field f"rorn a hori~:ontally tuned column in layer 2/:3 of the rnodel a.ft.cr development 
has equilibrated. The si;;,e of" each circle represents t.he strength of t.he connection to each iso--orient.ation 
coiurnn. The a.nisot.ropy of the mode]\, projedion fidel is qualit.a.t.ivcly consistent. wit.h Fit;.:pat.ric.k's data.. 
'.I.'hese results derive from t.hc fact. t.ha.t. visua.l cues arc, with high probability) locally lilW<U' across space) 
so that. t.b(: largcs!. corrda.tions would be generated by cells whose orientations match those of" the input 
and a.re colincar!y align('(l across space. The developrnent.al rules enable the network to sense these 
correlations and t.o sdect.ively arnplif"y the growth of t.hose conBecLions which best ma.tcil t.lwm. 
Figmc 5 
Neurophysiological Data and Simulations 
Projcct.ion Field vs. HcceJII.i-ve Field: This section shows tha.t the rnodel network that develops has 
neurophysiological properties t.ha.L have been recorded from adult animals. One such property shows1 
rewarkably, tha.L the extent of a. c.elrs total a.na.t.ornical projection field is much greater tha.n tha.t. of 
its classically recorded receptive Held (Fit;.:pa.trick) lDDG). Fib:pa.Lrick found t.hat the projcdion fields 
in tree shrew extend for rnore than 2 mm. from Lhe injecLion sitr:) a. distance that conesponds t.o 15 
degrees eccentricity) 'vhercas the dimensions of classically defined receptive fields a.t that. cccenLricit.y 
are less then 5 degrees. The dwarfing of classical receptive fields by projection fields 'vas also shown 
in ncmophysiologica.l data recorded from cats by Das and Gilbert. (1DD5). Das a.nd Gilbert (1D95) 
compared cort.ic.a.l point. spread (PS) distributions) measured with optical recording, which reflect both 
spiking and subthreshold c.tci.ivit.y, with spiking distributions measured with extra.ccllula.r electrodes. A 
small oriented visua.l stimulus produced a. PS distribution 20 times la.rger Lha.n the spiking distribution. 
i'vlon:ovn, the close lllat.ch of t.he PS dist.ribHt.ion with colunms whose orientation tm-'f'ercncc agn_'C>S with 
the orientation of t.hc visual stimulus suggests that the distribution arises from iso-oricnV·d loug-range 
l1ori~;ontal [)l'O.i<-'ct.ioJIS. 
A similar propnt.y holds in t.lw model a.ftcr dcvcloprnent. equilibrates: Figure 5 (right) shows the size 
of a. layer 2/:3 cell dassical receptive field (dashed line eire! e) with respect to its projection field in the 
rnodcl. This discrepancy between projection field and receptive field can be tra-ced to the 11JOdel's bipolc 
property: The classical receptive field ref!u:t.s mainly bot.t.orn--up properties of the cortical network in t.hc 
model, whereas t.he subthreshold activations refled, the fad that the bipole requirernent. for firing the 
cells via. long-range horir-ont.al connections was not satisfied. 
Cortical Po in! Spread Functions: 'fhc mensurerncnt of cort.ical point spread functions ( PS Fs) provides 
additional evidence about t.he strength of horizontal <'.onncd.ions. ln this regard, optically !'<-;corded signals 
a.re believed to arise from subthreshold dendritic a.ct.ivit.y in the snperiicia.llaycrs (Grinvald el. al.,, l9~H). 
These dendrites may belong to cells in both the supedlcial and deep layers. Grinvald ct. al. (l99!J) 
measured an asymmd.ri<: PSF in macaqm:~ monkeys, with twice as much sprea.d along t.hc axis parallel to 
t.he V1/V2 border as aloug the perpendicular axis. The axis parallel t.o the Vl/V2 border is perpendicular 
to Lhe direction of()[) columns in this cort.ica.l region. Therefore, the cxpla.na.tion given by Urinva.ld d 
a!. for this asynnnctry is Lhat a spread in a-ctivity a.rnong the equiva-lent nurnber of sa.mc-eye ()!)columns 
would traverse twice as much cortical surface in the axis perpendicular to the direction of OD co!um_ns. 
Accordingly, they modeled the PSF with an asymmetric 2-D exponential distribution, having a space 
constant. of :3.0 nun in t.lw axis JWI"J)(-~nclic.uhr t.o OD colurnns, and 1.5 mm in the axis para.llc! to OD 
columns. 
In cornparing the PSF obtained by our rnodcl with this experimentally derived distribution, it is 
appropriate to use the l.i) llllll spa.ee ccmstant. because our 1nodel is monocular. The cmly remawmg 
st.cp is to map the rnetric. of cortical surfa,ce distance into the rnetric of model hypereolumns. \rYe found 
t.he best fit.t.ing match by assuming that a hypercolumn in our model would ha.v(~ a. diameter of 1150 
prn parallel to the dired.ion of OD c.olurnns, and therefore 900 pm perpendicular to the direction of 
OD colurnns. Given this assurnption, Figure () cornpares the experimentally derived PSF with the PSF 
generated by our model follmving stimulat-ion in the center hypcrcolurnn. 'J'hcse PSFs closely resernble 
each ot-her out t.o four hypercolumns a.vva.y frorn the cent.ra.l one. 
Figure 6 
The PSF produced by t.he model is based on the assumption that the point spread consists solely of 
activity in layer 2/;) apical dendrites. In t.he model, these dendrit-es n.re excited by the layer 2/3 horizonta.l 
projections. Therefore the PSF plotted in Figure 6 equals the spatial distribution of the strengths of 
horizontal signals l'rorn t.he cent-ra.\ oricnt.a.Lion column t.o nearby iso-ori(~nt.a.t.ion co!un1ns. The mod('! 
PSF' matches the exporwnt.ial clist.rihut.ion out. t.o four hypC'rcolumns becaus(~ model paramct.crs were set.. 
for cornputat.ional tra.ct.abilit.y, Lo prevent. it.s horizontal projcct.ions frorr1 growing beyond Lhb ext.eJrt.. 
Psychophysical Data and Simulations 
i\ft.cr model cort.ica.l developrnent stabilizes, Lhc corLi<'al network tha.L is formed in this wa.y\ without. 
further change, simulat.es key psychophysical da.Ln about. adult perceptual grouping. Facilit.at.ion of 
cortic:a.l responses by oriented, colinca.rly arrayed inducers has been found by a number of' researchers 
(von der .Heydt. cf a!., 1981; von der Heydt and Pet.erha.ns, 198D; I·'ield el. a!., 199:); Grosof ct a!., 199:); 
Pola.t. and Sa.gi, 199:3, 1904; l{a.pa.dia ct a!., 1995). iVJa.ny of these facilitory effects may l.w expla.incd 
by colinea.r groupings mediated by layer 2j;~ connections !11 Vl a.nd V2, or by groupings that. fonu 
perpendicula.r t.o line ends. That. is why the current self-organi;::cd model was rcst.rid.ed Lo horizont.a.l a.nd 
vertical orient.at.ions, and was used t.o :;Ludy how grouping strength changed when the spatial separation 
of inducers was varied. 
Ill-usory Con/our Formation: Figure 7 illusLr<J..tes t.he model's grouping bcha.vior. Figure 7a. shows 
an input irna.ge consist.ing of' a. 5 X 5 pixel square and a 5 x ;) pixel recl.angle, separated by a. 5 pixel 
gap. Figures 7h and 7c show the network's equilibra.t.ed supra.t.brcshold layer 1 and la.yer '2j:) aet.ivit.ics\ 
respectively, in response to this image. ]n these line-segment displa.ys, the orientation of each honndary 
segrnent denotes the orientation preference of t.he cell at. that. location, and t.hc length of t.he segment 
denotes the cell's activity. 
Figure 7 
'.!.'he layer 1 excit,atory cells (Figure 7h) deLed t.hc~ location and orientation of the object. edges: C~a:::;e 
in (l•'ignrc 7a.). 'J'hese cells respond more st.rongly ncar t.hc object. corners clue to end-stopping caused 
by layer G·w·t.o----1. inhibition. La.,yer -1 cells input to layer 2/:3 excitatory cells, v•/hose a.divations (Figure 7c) 
code object. boundaries a:::; well as bouncla.ry grouping bct.w(~cn the objects. 'l'he tops of the tvvo objects 
are grouped together by the la.yer 2/:3 hori;~,ontal interactions (Case 2 in Figure 7a.) because t.hcy are 
colincar with (-~a.ch other a.nd because t.hc gap separating t.hem is sufficieut.ly small. The non-colincar 
lower edges of the object. (Case :3 in Figure 7a) do not. group, even though they are both horizontally 
oriented. Such a grouping «inwa.rdli' between Lwo or rnore like-oriented and colinea.r irna.ge cOirLrasts, 
but. not ~'out.wa.rdli' in response to a. single contrast, illustrates that t.he bipole property is rea.li/\ecl at. 
the la.yer 2/:3 model cells after development. of the horizontal and int.erlarnina.r inten.tctions. 
Contour Sensitivi-ty to Spatial Context.: The model's cont.ext.-scn:::;it.ivity also includes the property of 
spa.t.ia.l impenetrability (Grossberg and iVIingolla, 1985L in which boundary groupings in one orientation 
inhibit weaker potential groupings in other orientations at t.he same position. Figure 8 illustrate:::; this 
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property. Figun~ 8 (lop left) shows Lwo align~d vertical har input.:->, and Figure 8 (t.op right) shows !tow 
the network's cquilihrat.cd supra.t.hre.shold layer '2/:3 pyramidal c<'ll activities vert.ica.lly group the two 
bars together. Figure 8 (hott.Olll left,) shows a modified input. \vit.h sa.IJH' Lwo bars augmented by sc~vcral 
squares aligned horiz:ont.a.lly in t.hc gap between them. These squares do not. individually favor horiz:onLai 
over vertical grouping. In fa.ct,j the vertica.l sides of two of the squares arc colin ear with t,hc vertical :::;ide~:> 
of' Lhe bars. Other things heing equal, they would faciliLat.c~ vertical grouping. On the other hand, t.hc 
set. of all t.hc squares, taken together, generates a. strong horiz:ont.al grouping. The emergent hori;wnt.al 
orientation of this grouping inhibits the vertical grouping, a.s shown in the cquilibrat(xl supra.t.lneshold 
layer '2/:3 pyramidal cell activities (bot.Lom right). The network's spatia.] irnpenet.rabilit.y is due to the 
cross-orient.at.ional inhibition that develops in layer '2r{ a.nd layer 1. 'fhis sirnula.t.ion shows that the sclf-
orga.ni/j(XI balance between the layer 2/~) hori:.mnt.a.l excitation and disyna.pt.ic inhibit.io11 that achieves 
t.hc hi pole property is also well-bah.u1ced against. the int.erlamina.r () .... t,o-·4 connections that help t.o select. 
which groupings will survive. 
Figure 8 
Evidence for spatial impcnetra.bilit.y has been found in psychophysical a.nd physiologica.l experiments. 
Ka.pa.dia. el a{. (HJ95) found t.haJ, the detection t.lueshold rcduci.ion t.ha.L was caused by eolinea.r f'<:tcilita.t.ion 
bet.ween t.wo aligned bars was inhibited by an intcrpol<.tt.ed perpendicular bar. They found that this 
collfigura.t.ion abolished the enba.ncement of VI cell firing caused by t.he colim~ar l'acilita.t.ion. von cler 
Heydt e!. a!. (1984) found Lhat the rcspons(-~ of V'2 cells in the gap hdwecn two aligned bars, which is 
believed to signa.! the prcHencc of illusory contours in the gap, was abolished when Lhin, perpendicular 
bell'S were placed between the inducing ba.rs a.nd t.hc g<1.p. 
Contour Sensitivity !o Support. R.a.tio: Figure 9 shows how Lhc illusory contours formed by Lhe model, 
either colinear to edges or perpel!dicular to line ends, v<.U'Y in strength as the inducing features are 
para.rndrically varied. 'l'hese sirnulations illustrate that the developed layer 2/:.3 connections do not 
sat.mate; i11st.ea.d, they enable. the network t.o exhibit the type of spatia.] cont.ext··sensitivity found in 
hmnan poychophysical data. Fignre 9 (top) plol.s data of Shipley and Kellman (19!J2) which show the 
effect of increasing t.he length of the inducers while decreasing t.he gap between them, keeping the total 
length of inducers .. plus-gap constant.. Then 1 illu:::;ory contour clarity increa:::;es roughly linearly. In other 
words, contour clarity increases with "support. ra.t.id'. Figure 9 (top) shows that the clarity of the nwdel's 
illusory contours also increases linearly as the support. ratio is incrca:::;ed. 'J'he mapping frorn network 
activities to clarity ratings is described below. This result is due to the fact t.ha.t., as the gap bet.vveen 
t.wo inducers is nHtdc smaller, the grouping signal becomes stronger, due to the monotonically increasing 
ma.gnitude of the layer 2/~~ grouping kernel towards its center (sec Figures 5 and 6). 
Figure 9 
J(i 
ThC' nJOdelmat.rlws t.hc psychophysical data well, with tlw caveat. that t.hc model cannot form illusory 
contours when t.hc support ratio f'a.lls lwlow O.r:i. This is due to silllplifkat.ions in t.he mod<:] rnadc for 
computa.tionnl tractability -which limit the extent of the groupings it. ca.n tnake. In pmticular, model 
panunct.ers were chosen so that its ckveloped horizontal projections extend oni.Y fom hypercolumns away 
from the c<:nt.cr. In addition, the model only simulat.Ps grouping in V J and docs not. t.a.ke advantage of 
larger-scale processing in V2. Finally, the rnodel docs not include the retina· to cortex cortical magni-
fication factor (van E::::;en el a!., HHi11), whereby :::;cale expansion t.nkes place~ a:':> stimuli !nove into t.he 
pcriplwry. 
FigureD (bottom) surnma.rizcs pHyehophysical da.La obtained by Lesher and l\ilingolla. (l\JIJ:3) showing 
that, if support ratio is increased in a different way, then an inverted-U in illusory contour clarity 
HLrength is oht.ai1wd. In this st.ucly, pa.raJlel bars with aligned ends were used to form four pacrna.n figures 
with which t.o induce a.n i!lusory Ka.nizsa square percept. The squa.re formed perpendicular t.o the ba.rs 
through t.bcir aligned ends. Contour clarity of the illusory square was Jlleasured as the numbers of bars, 
and hence the support. ratio, varied. The inducing pannen had a circular radius of 128 pixels, and the 
gap hdwcen pacrnan pairs in which the Kanizsa. square percept. fonned was 128 pixels. The support 
ratio was computed ns the nurnbcr of bar inducer;; (1, L, 1], 8, 1() per pacma.n) t.irnes bar width, divided 
by the length of' Lhe sick of the square (:~84 pixel::;). As the width of t.he bar inducers is increased, the 
number of possible induc.c:rs hecorncs lirnitcd, which is why there arc only results for up to 16 inducers 
in the D--pix<'l-width caS(\ and up to 8 inducers in the 17-pixel-width ca:;e. Figure n (bottom) shovvs Lliat 
t.he rnodcl simulates the inverted-U in cont.our strength as a. function of ba.r densit.y. This inverLed-tl 
reHult is due to an illt.cra.dion between the long-range excitatory hori;1,ontal connect.ions in layer 2/~~ 
and the 1nediurn-range inhibitory connect.ionH from layer G-to- 1l. The Shipley and Kcllrnan (1992) data, 
and our simulation thereof\ show t!Htt. decreasing the distance between inducers, up Lo a certain point, 
increases groupingst.rength as a result of layer '2j:3 hori/jonLnl cooperation. AH the induce-rs get even closer 
together, however, layer G-to-4 inhibition increasingly inhibits the net excitation ca.UH<:cl a.t layer 4 by 
ea.ch LGN input. Thus, although rnore inputs activate the cooperating lrtyer 2/a pyra.midal cells, the net 
dl'ed of each input on layer 2/3 gets smaller as the inducers get. denser. This simul::ttion shows that the 
self-organized collnect.ion;; preserve a. good balance between layers G1 1, and 2ja. As in the psychophysical 
data in Figure 9, the rnodeFs illusory contour strength is a.ffedcc\ more strongly by variations in support 
ratio than in ba.r density. 
Due to the irnplernent.a.Liona.l limitations of the model described above, the network simulated these 
da.La. using ba.rs that arc rcla.t.ivcly wide wiLh respect Lo the length of the gap (2 pixel wide bars, 4 pixel 
long gap). Figure 9 (bot.torn) shows results obtained by the model wiLh inter-bar gap si~:e decreasing 
frorn ;~ t.o 0, with t.hc total length spanned hy the inducers and gaps held roughly consta.nt. 'l'he moclcFs 
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iuvnt.cd-U cmve is shift.cd to the right of the data curves. reflecting the fact. that. t.hc 111odel wwd inducers 
t.lH.l.t were widn J'('la.tivc t.o the gap si:t,e. Note that, in the data. as well, the curv{;s :::;hift. t.o t.he right as 
the width of' t.he inducN:::; incrc:ascs. 
Mapping Ndwor/.: /lc!ivi!.y info J/lusory Contour Clarify: The rnodcl's layer 2/:l activities were 
rnnpped into Lhc p:::;ychophysical illusory con tom clarity rnctric (ICC) via the following equation: 
(I) 
where{! i:::; a sra.ling pararnet.cr, C'm(cc and Cmin are t.he maximum and minirnum of" the clarity scale, and 
I is the average amount. of suprat.hreshold a.ct.ivity in la.yer 2/:3 excitatory cells along Lhe gap: 
(2) 
tvlodel fits t.o both data sets used {.!::::::: 0.85. 
Det.ection Threshold Contc:/.'1-S'cnsi!i·vity: Figure 10 (t.op) shows bandpass limited inducers (Gabor 
pat.ches) sirnilar to those used by Pola.t a.nd Sagi (HJ0:3) in their psychophysical experiments. lf the 
spatial separation of the flanking patches is sufficiently small that t.he patches overlap, then the threshold 
for detecting the target Gn.rbor patch is greater than the baseline threshold for the target patch alone. 
This threshold increase is due to nmtua.l inhibition bet.\-veen representations of the nearby stimuli and/or 
<t reduction iu Lhe signal to-noise~ ratio for the central stimulus. lf t.he separation is inn-cased such that 
tiH! patches do not. overlap, then the detection t.luc::;hold decreases below the bascli11c t.hre.':ibold. As the 
separation is further increased, the det.c~ction threshold gradually retums to the baseline level. Figure 10 
shows a.ll optimal separation Lha.i. yielded a reduced threshold (middle) ill Pola.t. a.nd Sagi's experiments, 
and a. larger separation for which this reduction was dirninished (right.). 
\Ve sinnlla.ted the ca::;es in which t.he Gabor patches do not overlap t.o avoid the cornplications involved 
in measnring the detection of rt signa.! (the target, Gabor patch) in tlw presence of noise (t.he overlapping 
Gabor patches). \NiLh t.his proviso, the rnodcl obt.ains similar results to those found by Pola.t and Sa.gi 
(!99:l). Figure 10 (bot.i.om) plots t.he detection thrcBhold as a function of the Bcparat.ion (between patcch 
centers) or llOllOVerlapping nanking stimuli. The largest. threshold reduction is obtained with a 5-pixel 
separation (middle). Increasing this separation reduces the effect until, at <t 9-pixcl separation, the 
baseline threshold is obtained. T'he discrepancy between the modeFs results and psychophysical data at. 
large separations is due to Lhe rnodel simplifications described above. 
Figure 10 
Conlras!~S'ensifive Temporal Dynamics of Perceptual Grouping: Using the input st.imuli of Figure 7a, 
the contrast-sensitive ternpora.l dynarnics underlying grouping were analyhccl by examining the activities 
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over titnc! of hori/jonta.!ly ori<'llt.cd la_yn 11 and la.ycr '2j:3 cells whose receptive fields arc placc>d: alo11g an 
obj<:cl contour (Case 1). in the llliddle of a gap between two co!inear contours (C:ase '2), and the same 
dist<lnn: f'rolll a single coli ncar contour (Case~)). 
Figure 11 (top) plots a la.yer i[ cell's activation ns a. function of time in Case 1 for three difl'crcnt. input 
levels Iii in equa.t.ions ( l) and (2). The cell llns a.n initial burst of activity whieh is la.rgc'ly attenua.tcd 
by suhf:icquent inhibition fro111 la-yer 1 iut.crncurons, which are activated from layer 6. As the input 
increases, the layer 11 a.ctivity peaks earlier, and equilibnttes at a. higher level. Figure J J (bott.oJn) 
plots the activation of t.he con<:sponding layer '2/:3 cell. The layer 2/:3 a.ct.ivity a.lso peaks earlier, a.ncl 
equilibrates at a. higher level. 
Figure 11 
Next we look at wha.L happens in the two types of gaps, a ga.p that is surrounded by two colin(:a.r 
edges (Case 2), and a. gap tha.L is next to only one edge (Case :)). In both of these cases, the layer 1 
cell remains inactive because there is no bol-tolll-Up input at the position of th(-: gap nwasurernent. VVe 
therefore plot only the ]a.yer 2/:) cell's activation, which is determined solely by horihont.al input from 
other layer 2(:3 cells. In Figure 12 (top), the layer 2(l cell's activity stabili"es above the output threshold 
(1' = 0.1) for a.ll three contrast. levels, so that an illusory contour is formed bet-ween the two coliuea.r gaps. 
The input contrast. once again determines both the rise time and the fin a.! level of the ceWs activity. 
Figure 12 
In Figure 12 (bottom), on the other hand, the layer 2/:3 eel] activation st.ahili:~.es below the output. 
threshold of 0.1 for all three contrast levels. Here, the layer 2/~~ cell receives hori/jontal input. only from 
la.ycr 2/:) cells 011 one side. 'J'hus, Figure 12 shows tha.t the hipole grouping rule is reali/jed for a wide 
range of input contrast levels. 
!Jeslabil-ization of Pcrccpl.ual Groupinq by Unbalanced H~ccilalion and Inhibition: 'l'he bipole rule 
requires tha.t la.y(-:r '2/:1 cells remain subtlu·eshold 1 as in Figure 12 (bottom), unless they are sunoundcd 
by colinea.r inputs on both sides. This requirement is enforced by inhibition, both within layer iJ (media.Lcd 
by excitatory int.crlaminar input. from ia.yer 6), and within la.yer 2/3 (mediated by exc-.it.a.t.ory horizontal 
input at Lhe disynaptic inhibitory interncurons). 'J'hc rnoclel predicts that the bipole rule fails if either 
source of inhibition is lost. This prediction suggests that. the sclec:t.ivity of colinear fa.cilita.Lion is not 
just a property of layer 2j;J, but ra.ther a property of hc)\V intercellular interactions a.re baia.nced aeross 
several cortical layers. 
Figure 13 (top) shows how a. moclella.yer 2j:3 cell in Case;) is affected as the layer() .,t,o--··1 inhibition is 
reduced. If this ha.pp<:ns, then la.yer 4 cells can be a.etivt-tLed solely by input from layer 6 because layer 6--
to··-4 excitation becornes stronger than 6--to---1 inhibition. If the HI+ inhibitory kernel (see equation (2l)) 
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is n:ducul by 509'b, then t.hc bipole rule is still mnint.ainc(L However, if it is reduced by GO%, tht'n 
the layer 2/:1 cell becomes suprathrc:::;hold and the hipole property i:::; ]o:::;L This means that. layer .sj 
cells vvithout. bottom-up input cau becornc a.ctivat.cd hy <~xcit.at.ory feedback via layers 2/:3-to-5-t.o-G-t.o-4. 
Dc:::>Lroying the balance or excitation and inhibition between layers() Lo 1 enable this feedback to act. 
like a spurious bottom-up input, thereby le;:uling to a slow r-;pread of activity away from a.ll line ends 
and corners. This simulation drarna.Li2e:::> the irnportanc<: of balancing Lhe layer ().--t.o-·--1 on-center a.nd 
off-sunound so that its main cffcc:ts on layer 11 arc <:'ither to modulate t.hc excitability of layer 11 cells in 
the on-center or to strongly inhibit the activation of layer 11 ce!ls in the surround. 'l'he sirnula.t.io11 hereby 
provides a. strong Lest. of the model's ability to self-organize connections t.ha.t maintain t.his bala.nce. 
Figure 1:3 
Figure 1:3 (bottom) shows a. similar result if disyna.pt.ic inhibition wit.hin layer 2/3 is rcduu:d. If the 
'J'+ inhibitory kernel (sec cquat.ion (2G)) is rccluccd by :30%, t.he unsupported cell remains subthreshold. 
lf' T+ is reduced hy 50%, then the cell becomes supra.threshold, but stabili2es at a. lmv firing rate, and 
so the bipole property is partially retained. If T+ is reduced by GO%, then t.he cell becomes more active, 
and the bipole properLy is completely lost.. This again leads to a. slmv spread of activity away f'roJTJ line 
ends and comers. 'l'lw:::;e re:::>ult.s show the irnportance of balancing excitation and inhibition within layer 
'2/a Lo prevent the non-dassica.l receptive fields from spreading ad.ivit.y non-selcctivdy across t.hc entire 
network. The results dra.ma.ti;;;e that. t.he model's ability to sc:lf-orga.nir,c sueh selective connections is 
a real achievement., and that. the model mcchani:::>ms a.re robust, since this balance can be maintained 
within a. broad pa.rarneter range. 
Destabilization of J)evclopm.cnt by Unbalanced E.tcilolory and lnh.ib-ifory Learning: Figure 1:3 shows 
that reducing the inhibitory kcmds in la.yer :1 or layer 2/:3 t.o about half t.heir present values can lead to 
a loss of' the bipole property. Once t.his happens, cortical development cuHI adult. perceptual learning can 
spirrt! out of control, as more excitatory learning (via. equations (29) and (:3:3)) leads to greater avera.gc 
cortical activity, which in turn leads to more excitatory learning. Therefore, inhibitory lea.mi11g that. 
balances excitatory leaxning is needed to stabilize cortical development and learning, and in so doing, 
cause the grouping properties wit.h which we n-rc fa.rniliar in the adult. 'J'he key pa.ra.rneters that guarantee 
net.work s{.;-_tbilit.y <ll'C c~~ in CCJUat.ion (:38) and Tin equation (:_15). 
'l'hese pa.ra.rnet.ers need to be set so that. the \tf!+ and T+ kernels that rcgula.Le layer 1 a.nd layer 
2/:1 inhibition, respectively, rea.ch sufTicient.ly large values. The rc:::>ults depicted in Figure l:3 show why 
network development and learning is robust. with regard to c.ha.nges in these parameters, sinc.e the bipole 
property that maintains grouping, a.nd t.lms learning) selectivity is maintained for a. wide range of values 
in both inhibitory kernels. 
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DISCUSSION 
This article develops a !lctll'aimodel of how horihontnl and int.cr!aminm cortical connections in cortical 
areas V l (and hy extension, area. V'2) develop in a stahl(: fashion. Stahle development is controlled by the 
growth or suitably· balanced cxciLa.Lory a.nd inhibitory CO!lllCcLionH within I<\.)'Cl' 2j;{ ilnd bctwcrn la-yers G 
and iJ. The llJOdl:l grows connections that simulate key properties or developmental a.nat.omical data. and 
a.dult. ne.urophysiological dat.a. For CX<-Hnple, as in the dat.a {Calloway and Katz, 1090; Durack and Katz, 
lDDG; Galnskc and Singer, 1996), the model develops ern de clust.cring of weak hori;-;ont.a.l connections prior 
to patt.enwd visual input. Visually pa.tt.crned input. strengthens horizontal connections while increasing 
their projcct.ion range and colinear oricntational specificity. The growth of new and/or the retraction of 
pre-existing hori:wnta.l connections (Kandel and O'Dell, 1092; Antonini and Stryker, l99;3b) is determined 
by activity-based competition for finite-~ l'(~sources. The result. is a. network of hori;~,ontal connections in 
la.yer 2j:) between iso--orienLation columns, which arc biascd along L!w preferred orientation (Fitzpatrick, 
1 09G, Sch1nidt ct. a!., ] 907) a.nd whose classical receptive fields arc rnuch smaller tha.n the extent. of their 
horizontal conncct.ions (Das and Gilbert, 1995; Fit.'i:pat.rick, 10\JG). 
lVIodel ckv(~loprnent. leads to a. Hctwork t.hat. is C<'lpable or simulating adult. psychophysical da.t.a. about 
context-sensitive pc:rcept.ua.l grouping, notably data that depend upon non-classical receptive field prop-
erties. Further simulations of adult psychophysical da-ta are found in Grossberg, i'vlingolla., and H.oss 
(I 997), Gro"berg and Rai"ada (2000), 1wd Rai"ada and Grossberg (1999). One of the rnodel's key 
lessons is that. the sa.mc mechanisms which st.ahili:;;e dcvelopnwnt also cont.rol propert-ies of perceptual 
grouping and lca.rnillg iu Uw adult. In particular, connections which grew to stably reflect robut:it s-
t.a.List.ical properties of the visual world definr: the properties of adult. perceptual grouping as we know 
Llwrn. VVe claim that. these grouping properties help to dynamically rna.int.ain the match bct,\vccn world 
statistics a.nd the brain's ability to process them. 
Af-i noted above, in both t.hc hr<J,in and the rnodel, layer 2/:1 boundary signals feed back via conncc:t.ions 
Lo la.ycr G via. layer 5 (Gilbert. and VVief>el, 1070; Ferster and Lindstr6rn HJ8!)). Layer(), in turn, a.ct.iva.tcs 
the on-center off-::nHTOillHl network from layer G-t.o-1. This feedback has bceu ert.lled folded feedback 
(Grossberg, 1099) because the feedback signals from layer 2t~ to la.yer ()get transmitted in a feedfonvard 
fashion back to la.yer 1 and thereupon to layer 2/:~. The feedback is hereby "folclecP' back into the 
fccdfonvard How of botJ.om-up inforrnation within the laminar cortical circuits. Folded fcedba.ck links 
cells in layers 2/:3, G, 5, and 1 into functional columns (~ilounkast.lc, H) 57; I-lubel and \~Viesel, 19()2, 1977). 
In so doing, it enables the strongest grouping signals in layer 2/a to use the on-center off-surround network 
frorn layer G-t.o-1 to reinforce the strongest. groupings and t.o inhibit weaker groupings, during both early 
development. a.nd adult grouping a.nd learning. 
2l 
The modd provides a JIIcchanistic accouut of how adult. perceptual lea.ming cwd Lhe plasticity of 
cortical r<-:pr<\S<:ntat.ions after lesions may arise from developmental mechanisms when the dynamic equi-
librium lwt.wcen input statistics and cortical circuitry is upset (Grossberg, HJ80: \~ler!icnich ct a/., 1988; 
C:arpentc'r and Grosshcrg, 1901; Kmni and Sagi, J!J!JJ; Bailey el a/., J!J!J2; 1\anckl and O'Dell, 1992; 
Gilbert and \~Vies<-:1, 1992; !\Iayf'md el a!., 1992; Poggi(\ Fa.hle, and Edelman, 19D2; Zohary d a!., 1991). 
As noted above, Llw model prcdid.s that. the stability of model development a.nd adult learning requires 
an approxirna.t.c balance !wt.wccn excitation and inhibition within layer 2/;3 and between lay(~rs 6 and 1. 
In particular, the model predids t.ha.t. Lhc balanced layer 0-t.o-4 on--center off-surround circuit mod-
ulat.es la.yer 1 cells, but cannot., by itself, fully activate them. 'I·his prediction is consistent with neu-
rophysiological data frorn ferrd visual cortex showing Lha.t. the layer 6-Lo-4 circuit is functionally wca .. k 
(\,ViLLmcr) Dalva., and Kat.x, 1997). The mock] also predicts that the layer G-t.o--1 modulatory circuit 
is used by Lop-down signals f'rorn higher cortical areas t.o a.LLenLionally prirne layer ri cells in area Vl, 
without fully activating them (Grossberg) 1990). Tlnw the same modulatory property that. is needed to 
ensure st.ablr:: development. is predieLed to control the ability of higher-order processes t.o a.t.tentionally 
prirne lower areas, without fully activating Lhern. 'J'he rules of" stable development are thus predicted 
to define what we mean by a-dult att.cntion, as well as a.dult. grouping and lcaming. This hypothesis is 
consistent. wit.h ncurophysiologicnJ data of li upC ct a/. ( 1997) who have shown that. "ICed back e-on ned ions 
froJTJ an:a V2 modulate but. do not create center-surround interact.ions in Vl neurons.n Such intercorti·· 
cal feedback connections frorn V2 to Vl can rnodulate the circuits of' V 1 with "higher-order'' boundary 
completion and figure-ground perception properties of a.rea V2 (Grossberg, 1991, 1997; Lamme, 1995; 
Zipser, Lamme, and Schiller, l_99G), and/or other cmtica.l areas (e.g., llup(: tt a!., 1998; \~Va.tanahe tl 
a.l.) 1DD8). 'I'a.ken together, these properties open the way Low<.t-rds a unified mechanistic model of infant 
cortical development and adult neurophysiology, perceptual grouping, ai.tentioll, and learning. 
The model hereby provides a. simple f'unct.ional explana.t.ion of why there are direct. boi.Lom-up inputs 
t.o layer 4, as well as indirect. bot.t.orn-up inputs to layer -1 via. la.yer G, in many cortical areas (van Essen 
and lVla.unsdl, 198~~; Fellcman a.nd van Essen, 1991). The proposed cxpla.nation is t.ha.L dired. inputs to 
layer 4 are needed to supra.lirninally activate layer 4 cells because-: t.he indirect. layer G-to-1 inputs cannot 
do so: they mnsL be rnercly modulatory in mder t.o stabili!ic cortical development. and lea.rni11g. 
Comparison with other models 
It. is infonnat.ive t.o compare the properties of' our developed model and its precursors (Gove, Grossberg, 
and lviingolla., 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla., 1985, 1987; Grossberg) Mingolla., and Hoss, 1997) with 
alLcrnativc models of visual cortex and perceptual grouping. The present model's grouping properties 
have several adva.nta.gcs over those proposed by other computational models of visual cortex. lvfodels 
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which do not. addrC'ss the formation of illusory contours (SLctillnkr cf al., l~lSJr): Li, IDD8: Sotners e! a!., 
1DD8; Yen and Finkel, H1D8) not. only fa.i! t.o account f'or neurophysiological data (von der Heydt. t! a!., 
1~)84; Sh(~th cl al., HWG) hut. also are unable Lo exploit the computat.ionaJ advantages that. follow from 
closing incomplete bounda.riC's: use of closure Lo guiclc surface reconstruction, boundary completion over 
the bliud-spot and l'(·~timtl veins, and more complete infonna.t.iou for the recognition of pa.rtially occluded 
objects (Crosshcrg, 19~}1 ). Layer 2/:3 bipolc cells in t.lw present u10del (Figure 1c) respond Lo both real 
and illusory contour stimuli of siruilar orientations, consistent with neurophysiological dnLa (Sheth rf 
a!., 199GL ;utd arc connected hy horizontal a.xons which are coaxial wit,h t.he receptive fields' preferred 
orien ta.tion ( Bosking e! a I., l 097; Schmidt cd a l., 19D7 a.), not orthogonal, as has also lw<:n proposed 
(Peterha.ns a-nd von der Heydt., UJO I). Because~ groupings a.re cxpliciUy represented by connected regions 
of above-threshold layer '2/:3 firing, the model shows how a high-eont.rast. iLern can group wit.h it.s ncighhors 
while still having its net. neural response suppressed by their presence, as found by Pol at cf a!. ( 1998); 
sec Grossberg and Rni;~,n-da (2000) for simulations of such data. Models in which grouping is represented 
only by la.tcral fa.cilitat.ion (Stemmler d at., 1995; Somers el a!., 1098) cannot. account. fm this, and 
force t.hc paradoxical conclusion t.ha.t. high-contrast items would never group with each other, which is 
demonstrably not. t.hc case (e.g. Elder and Zucker (1998)). The present model's rcprcscntaJ.ion of grouping 
as distinct from visible stimulus contrast. (as reviewed in Grossberg (19\)rl)) also receives support from 
recent psychophysica.l work (Ilcsf:i, Dakin, and Field, 19D8). 
The Li ( 1 DD8) rnodd, in particula.r, uses bipolc-li ke grouping cells in a singlc··la.yer recuncn t. network. 
1'he sunound inhibition originating from layer G in our rnodel produces important. fund.ionalit.y which 
is lacking in Li's mocld. Due t.o surround inhibition in bot.h layer 1 a.ud LGN, instigated by input 
from layer G, our model performs spatia.! contrast (~nha.Heemcnt. on the boundary representation. The 
sunound inhibition enhances boundaries at. line ends and eorn(~J'S, setting t.he stage for t.ltt~ formation 
of illusory contour::; perpcudicula.r to discontinuities. Li ( 1 008) also considers synchronous oscillations 
during grouping of a. type that has ea.rlier been simulated in precursors of the present model (Grossberg 
a.ncl Somers, 190 1), k:adi ng t.o q ua.nt.i t.at.ivc sirnulat.ions of hurna.n psyclwphysica.l d a. La. t.ha.L may be li uked 
to such oscillations (Grossberg a.nd Grunewa-ld, 1097). 
Ma.ny predictions follow from our rnodel a.nd its extension t.o V2 (Grossberg, 1990; Grossberg and 
R:-tiza.da., 2000). For example: test if Lop-down Vl to LGN feedback helps to stabilize the development. 
of disparity Luning in VI_ dming the visual critical period; test. if' a. lcmg-rangc horizontal grouping in 
layer 2/~) of V2 can inhibit vcrtica.lly oriented simple cells at. the midpoint of this grouping in layer 4 of 
Vl; and test. if layer 1 simple cells cannot be supraliminally activated if only the LGN-t.o- G-Lo-4 input 
pathway is active. 
2:l 
In their No St.rong Loop~ ll.YJJOthcsis, (\i<'k and 1\.och (I SJDB) suggcsL<~d that '(a- strong excitatory 
[feedback) loop would throw t.hc cortex iut.o uneont.rollcd o~c:illat.ions, as in epi!t:psy" (p. :2 118). They \l:)t:d 
this argunwnt. to suggest. why tnodulatory brain circuit~ <'xist.. I-low('VCJ', there a.rc many llJat.hema.t.ica! 
theorems which prove that neural networks with strong excita-tory feedback can readily converge to st.ab!c 
patterns of activation that do not. oscil!a.L(-: (e.g., Grossberg, l9()n, 197;3, 1978b, 1978c, 1980a; E!!ias and 
Grossbe-rg, 1975; Grossberg and Levine, I\J75; Cohen and Grossberg, 1\J8~{; Hopfidd, 1981). Vv'c propose 
that the reasons for modulatory circuits are more subt.le t.hau the Crick- Koch hypothesis: Such circuits 
help to st.abiliu~ development. in the infant. and learning in the adult. (cf., Ito, \Vestheimer, and Gilbert, 
1 998). 
\Ve propose that va.rianLs of these laminar circuits rna,y be used in other perceptual and cognitive s_ys-
tcms to achieve sclf-stabilihing 1(-:arning a.nd <ievelopmr:ut.. For example, long-range horihont.al connections 
are known to occur in the auditory and language areas of hurnan tempora-l cortex (Schmidt cl a!., 1997b). 
Specializations of these connections may b(; used to group information iu several neocortica.l areas. The 
present. results ma.y thus be viewed as a first step towards showing how laminar neocortex develops and 
learns connections a.nd weights with which to optimally carry out. many information processing tasks. 
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APPENDIX 
Model Equations 
Because the model represents S(~V(~ral difl'crc·-nt. Lypcs of knowJl cell types and their connections, e-
quations and p<:u<:unet.cr:::> need Lo be defined for each of these processes. \Vhcrcver possible, the model 
differential equations were solved a.L equilibrium in response t.o a constant input. in order to speed up 
processing. These approximations do not affect Lhc rcdia.hiliL.Y of t.hc re::;ult.s. 
Retina: AL each retinal position (i,j), an ON cell activity u~ is defined by an on-center off-surround 
network that. possc:':>scs nanow on-center and Gauf)sian off-surround kernels; sec Figure 11a.. An OVF cell 
a.ct.iviLy uij is also defined by an off-center Oll-surrouncl network with narrow off-center and Gaussian on-
surround kernels. The retinal cell activities caused by tlw constant visua.l inputs I have the equilibrium 
values: 
a.n cl 
·u1; =Iii~ L Gpq(i,j, (}J)fp 11 
l'IJ 
ujj = --l;j + :2.: G,q(i.,j, CTJ)l,_,q, 
pq 
where Gpq(i) j, cr) denotes a 2-dimensional Uaussian kernel: 
Figure .1 11 
( 5) 
Lateral Genienlate Nudeus: The LGN ON eell adivity u;j c_wcl OFF cell activity 'V1:-j, a.L each po-
si t.ion (i, j) obey mem bra.nc equations (Hodgkin, 19()1) that in Lera.cL via. on-cen Lcr off'-snrronnd nct.vvork::-:;. 
As noted above, such a. network reali~:es a contrast gain-control process which retains cell sensitivity to 
image eontrastn vvhile cornpensating for vc1riable illumination and norma.li:t,ing network activity (Gross-
berg, 1982, l98il): 
l d+ _ + 1 
---- v-- - -v-. + ( l ··- v/1 )[uj,·j+ (l + Aij) - (v;,: + J) /J;; Oc dt. IJ "J ( ()) 
and 
(7) 
In ('l) and (5), lhc half--wave rectified retinal output signals ([u;;]+ = tll<lx(u;;, 0)) are mult.ipliralivcly 
gain-controlled (Sillito ct a.l., 1D91; Gove, Grossberg, a.nd Mingolla, 1995; Pr~:ybyszewski et aL, 1998) by 
a. Lop-dowu on-center off-surround network; sec Figure ld. The excitatory on-c:enter feedback 
Aij = c1 2:= ;'Cij7· (8) 
,. 
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conws fro111 all cell activit.i<:s :1\ir within la.ycr G of area VI at. the concsponding position (i j) tha.t. are 
tuned to any orientation r. The inhibitory ofr-sunound signals 
(9) 
J>qr 
come~ from acLivitics Xp,1t at nearby positions (p, q) and all orientations r via t.he C:aussia.n kernel shown 
in Figmc 2a. 'fhis center-surround feedback frorn layer G selects LhoS(' LGN cells which have-; succeeded 
in activating cort.ical cells. 'l'hc feedback also strengthens LGN responses at. line <-:n<ls. This in turn 
sLrcngt.lwns cortical responses at line ends via feed forward signals from LGN to la.yers 11 and ()of VI; sec 
equations (20) a.nd (22) below. \Vhen these line end responses are aligned in space, they can generate 
illusory contonr groupings pcrpcndi<:ula.r to the line ends (see Figure 9). 
Cortical Sin1ple Cells: Simple cell respow:>es derive from arrays of ON cdl and OFF cell outputs 
from t.he LC:N; see Figure 1a. These ON cell and OFF cell outputs are filt.cred by a. pair of Caw;sia.n 
receptive fields 1 with each Gaussian offset t.o the right. (Jl) or left. (L) of Lhc simple cdl oriented axis. 
For simplicity, only vertical and hori~::onta.l orienL<ltions were simulated. The Canssi<uls \Vere defined by 
equation (~)). The individual Gaussian inputs from LGN to layer -1 equal 
1 ± 
'ij k 
2.)v~JI·Gpq(i + a2sin0 1 j- O"•J.COS0 1 a:!), 
pq 
I)v#1J+ Gpq( i - o-2 sin 0 1 j + a-'2 cos 0 1 a2) 1 
pq 
( ]()) 
(] 1) 
where 0 ::::: 7rk/2, for the vertical orientations (k = 1) and the hori:.wntal orinnta.t.ion (k = 2). Pairs of 
likc-oricnt.cd, but. spa.Lia.lly-displa.ccd 1 ON cell(!(.+ or L+) nnd OFF cell (1~-~ orR .... ) inputs sununatc at. 
eac.h simple cell t.o fonu total LGN inputs of t.he form 
uli 
,_)ij k 
S•L 
' ij k 
Hij~,: + l~ij~.-, 
'J'hcn these inputs mutually corn pete, as in the terms 
·[S'/1 c•L J+ I '- ijl.:- aijk 
and 
[ C'l~ oil J + I ,_)ij ~._, - •-Jij k · 
( 12) 
( J a) 
( 14) 
(15) 
Each pa.ir of Lcrms in ( l4) and (15) represents the responses of simple cells that. have the sa.rne position 
(-i,j) and orientation k, but. are sensitive to opposite contrast polarities; sec Figure 11b. 
In order t.o rna.ke the simulations manageable, some simplifications of known biological interactions 
were made. Even so, ea.ch simulation of model developmc1li. (described below) Look 11 days to run on 
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a. Silicon Graphics workstation. The' situplificat.ions that. wc:-rc Jnade should not. infht<'llCC' our results on 
cort.ica.l d('vclopnwnt. or adult. grouping. lu particular, in ·vi·vo lay·cr rJ sin1plc cells t.ha.t. ar<' sensitive to 
opposite cont.rast. polarit.i('s pool !.heir outputs at layer '2j:3 complex cells (Alonso and MartiJWh, ID98). 
In order t.o cut. t.h<' nun1hcr of sinmlatcd cells in half, and with it. t.he l'llll t.imC', we a;.,;stJtHed t.ha.t. these 
simple cell out.put.s were pool<~d in lrly(~r 11: 
(Hi) 
In addition, we kept cdl den:':>it.y as sparse as possible in order t.o reduce run time. This created well-
known sparst~ sampling a.rt.if'a.cts, such as a spa.t.ially coarser response of the simple and complex cells. 
'.J.'hcse were corr('Ckd by subtracting a fract.ion of the overall clif[creno~ between t.he net. ON and OFF 
response;.; from t.hc terms Cijk· These extra terms can b<~ eliminated in fut.ur(~ simulations when f"ast.er 
computers axe available. The~ t.ota.l pooled term is t.hns: 
( '.. _ ·["11 cL j+ "[S'L en j+ [5+ e- j+ ["'·· s•+ j+ 
··'.l]k- "; ,jijJ.:- o,)jjJ.: + / 0· ijk- O)ijJ.: - W '· ijJ.:- '·")ijk - W '·)ijJ.:- '"ijk I ( 17) 
where 
c+ - I'+ ·l 1 + 
.. )ijk - t,ijJ.:.- ·'ijk (18) 
a.ncl 
c•··· p- ' 1-,J~:jk::::: Lijk T 'ijJ.·· (!D) 
'l'hc rnodd a:::;sumcs that. layer iJ cell act.ivit.ic~s, Yijk, arc excited by the pool(·~d LGN signa.! Cijl-.·· 
They also receive excitatory on-center input. ,'"Cijk from layer G, rmd Ganssianly filt.crcd of[··SUJTOutHI input 
Lpqr lV1;1 1~1'i:ikmPif~' from layer() via la.yer 1 inhibitory inter neurons; see Figure 1 h. In all: 
~z;1t·Yi.ik = -u,;~.- + (1- u;;k)[cij,, + '~''';d- (u;;~.- + 1) I: W1;~,·'j""'~''~'" 
}>ljl" 
(20) 
In the simulations, t.hc equilibrium form or eqnat.ion (20) was used: 
(21) 
Layer 6 Cells: A layer() cell a.t. position (i,j) and orientation k is assumed to receive oriented input., 
Cijh from LGN and feedback, ZijJ.:, from la.ycr 2/8 cornplex pyramida.l cells; see Figure lb. It. is assumed 
that. the Cijk inputs a.rc registered a.L layer G cells due t.o a prior st.a.ge of development during which 
LGN inputs learned an oriented c.onncct.ion t.o layer 6 cells due to eoncla.t.ions induced by la.yer 2/3 .... Lo·-G 
and/or layer 4···to .. ·(i fecdba.ck frorn cells of both cont.rasL pola.rit.ies. H.ingach cl a!. (1999) have reported 
tha.t. the responses of b.tyer 6 cells in \11 do 1 in fa.d, exhibit. a pohuit.y-indepcndent. response component 
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as wc·ll as a. po!arit.,y-dependcnt compO!H'nt.. In all, layer() ce!! activation, ;!~i.ik· obey::;: 
'l'hc feedback signal function f.'() rnodcls t.he Lhre::;holdcd output signal of the la-yer '2j:1 pyrarnidal cell 
activities zu~.-: 
if ::ijk > r; 
othcnvise. 
Function F() represents a. simplified sigmoid :;;ignal 1\rndion with a. threshold at. 1'. ln the simulations, 
the equilibrium_ form of equation (2'2) was used: 
( ~,1) 
to speed up network coli vergence. 
Layer 4 Inhibitory Iuternenrons: Layer ~ inhibitory intemcuron activities, m-ijk., reccrvc on-
center input from Layer() activities :tijl: and off-surround inhibition rnpq 1• from other layer 4 inhibitory 
intcrneurons: 
(25) 
'l'he recurrent inhibition hetwc<~n layer ~ inhibitory int.erucurons helps to nornHl-ii~:e their LoUt] output. 
to the layer 4 simple cells. The on-center excitation :r{jk is a quadratic terrn which allows excitation at 
la.yer ;J to dominate whe11 layer G activity is low, and inhibition to dominate when layer() a.cLivit.y is high. 
'Ihis term pla.ys a. role like the high thresholds a.nd ;;teep activity funcLions of inhibitory neurons in tlw 
models of' Stemrnlcr ct al. ( 1995) a.nd Somers d a!. (_.1998). 
Laym· 2/3 Ccnnplex Cells and Long-Range Horizontal Conneetious: In t.he adult rnodel, 
layer 2/:~ pyramidal ccdls receive excitatory input [!fij;J+ from layer 11 at the same position, excitatory 
input. Lpqr Hpqrijk P(zpqr I r) via. the long-range horizontal kernels Ilpql'ijk f'rorn other layer 2/3 pyra.rnida-1 
cell signals F'(zpqr, l') rtf. different positions, n.nd inhibitory input 2:::1• T;~:Sijr f'ron1 the layer 2j:) disyna.ptic 
interneuronal a.diviLies Si.jr at t.he same position ('i,j) a.nd all orientations 1·; see Figure lc. La,ycr 2/3 
pyra.rnida-1 cells thus obey the equa.tion: 
The long·· range hori;wntal excitatory connections Hpqrijl.: and short-range inhibitory connections T;~~ in 
(26) both develop from zero initial va.lucs in the model. This developmental process has the property tha.t. 
unsupported cells which receive excitatory horizont.a.l signals from only one clired.ion a!'e not act.ivatcd 
enough to exceed threshold 1' 1 a.nd thus are not. able to propagate the grouping signa.! any further. Cells 
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t.haL !'c>('eive sufficiently strong hOI'i;wnta! excit.at.iou frouJ two side;:;, howevc~r, may t.::xceed threshold and 
t.hercb,y contribute their own output. to the grcmping signal These cell;.) help to keep themselves and their 
neighbors a.hove threshold in spite of' the:: t.irlle-laggc<l ris(' in disynaptic inhihit.ion. Nonlinear propcrLi(-'S 
in layer 2j:) similar to those accornplishcd by signa! F() in (L:)) have been reported by Hirsch and Gilbert. 
(l!l!ll, Figure :3). 
'l'he hori;wnt.a.l connection strength, Hp,1njk, is the product. of the axonal strength, Upqrijh from cell 
(p, 11, '~') to cell ( i, j, k) and the synaptic weight, \~,qnj 1.-, that. abuts cell (i, f k·) after the axon from (p, q, r) 
contacts it. Thus: 
(27) 
Layer 2/3 Disynnptic Inhibitory lnternenrous: l11 t.lw adult network, layer 2/~~ inhibitory 
iut.ernenrons are excited by horizontal connections l:,pqt HpqrijkF(z1,q 1·) I') frorn layer 2/:3 pyra.rnidaJ cells, 
and are inhibit(;d by la.yc:r 2/:3 disynaptic inV~rneuronal act.ivit.iC's 8ijr that represent. nil mientations r 
at. the same position (i, j). 'J'his recurrent inhibitory network tends to nonna.li;;c t.he t.ota.l output. signal 
from each inhibitory iHt.erncuronal population: 
(~8) 
Both the loug-ra.ngc hori;;onta.l coHnections // and the short-range inhibitory connecLions T- in (28) 
develop fron1 ;;cro initial values in the model. 
Paranwters for EquEttious (3)-(28): Cell n.ctivation parameters in a.ll simulations, exc:c~pt those 
t.hat were varied to demonstrate model robustness, a.re: 0' 1 = J.O) ''f = 10.0, w = G.O, f' = O.l, C1 = 
1.5, C, = 0.075, o-2 = 0.5, be:= 0.215, ,, = 0.5, q; = 2.0, '7 = 2.0, ;. = 1.25. 
Developruent. of La.yer 2/8 Exeitatory Horizontal Axous: At the beginning of model develop-· 
rncnt, la.y(~J' 2/:3 pyramidal cells have no hori~onta] axons. An intracellular process e-a.libra.Les a.n amount. 
of pot.t'nt.ial axonal growth) U1utal· The variables Up,JI'ijk represent the strength of axonal connections 
from a. layc.r 2/:3 source (~ell at position (p, q) with orientationa-1 t.uniug r to a. target n~ll a.t position ("i., j) 
vvit.h orientat.ional tuning k. At each position, there arc four 2-dimensional U kemels corresponding t.o 
the four orient.a.t.iona.l cornbina.Lions of r and k (vert.ica.l-Lo-vcrtieal, vert.ica.l-t.o-horizontal) etc.). 'l'hcse 
variables arc init.ia.li;;ed at ;;er<\ and upda.t.ed via the equation 
[(l/(o/ol- L lipqt-I.l!{) ZijkA(Epql'ijk·) 
I ,J J( 
...... ,j;Upqt·ijk L ZJJKA(Epqt-I.Jf{)J' 
JJI(-:j:.ijk 
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(29) 
Ill which :::1,11 ,. is i.he activity of the somce cell; 1"(::1, 11., 1') is tlw output Hignn! frollJ this c.ell, as dcflned 
111 c•quat.ion (:t)); Zijk is the acLivity of the target. c.cll; and ::ug is i.he activity of other, competing, 
targc~t cells. ln equation (2n), all axonH from a given source cell coulp<:L(; for <1xonal resources, U1ot(d, 
via. the term 'L.u 1.;: U1,qd.ll{· This competit.ion inf-luene(~S a source cell only when it. is active enough to 
rnake its growth signal F(::p,1r, f') posit.ivc. 'T'hcre is t.hus an asyrnnwtr.y, in that. the source cell acLivity is 
t.hrcsholded, hut. the targd. cell activities are not. Similar asyrnrnct.ri<-:s occur in equation (_:3~3) for learning 
(';xcit.nt.ory s,ynapt.ic weights and equation (:~5) for learning inhibitory syna.pt.ic weights. The reason for 
this asynJnJctr,y is tha.L a cc!Fs activity nHJHt be. above threshold in order to influence other cells. In 
particular, a somce cell's acLiviLy should be above t.hrcshold in order t.o alter its axonal connections or 
::;yna.pt.ic weights t.o target cells. lts pa.U.ern of axonal connections and synaptic weights should reflect 
the distribution of' t.argd eell activities when the source cell is C<lpahle of influencing them. On the other 
hand, a cell does not need t.o be above threshold in order t.o be influenced by other cells, a.ncl therefore 
Lhne is no t.]]]'(:shold requirement on target cells) governing the growth of' connections to those cells. 
\Vhcn the source cell is a.bovc threshold, its axonal growth t.o a Largc!t cell is driven by a.ctivity-
depcndcnt. morphogenetic gradients ZijkA(JL'pqr·ijk} in (2D). Quantity Epqrijk represents t.he distance 
between tile axonal growth cone of source cell (p, q) and target cell (i, j). It is defined by the difference 
Lwt.wc:en the length h-Upqrijk of the growth cone and the distance D1,qij between the source cell a.nd the 
target. cell: 
( :lo J 
'The lllorphogcnet.ie gradient A(Epqr·ijd that influences growth to cell (i,j, ~:)increases as the growth cone 
td)p 11 rijk approaches (i,j, k); that is, as Epqrij/.: decreases. This property is ca.pturcd by the equa.Lion: 
A~ ;1_( l~'pqrijk) increases, so too docs the ra.t.e of axonal growth to cell (i, j, k), but only if its activity Zijk 
. . . . (2')) IS posJLIVC, as Ill , . 
Development of the connections Upqn'jJ...· is restricted to a local, circular window, such that: 
(32) 
Pa.n.t.met.er Ilnmgc determines the spatial extent in vvhich the growth of horizontal connections is possible. 
'.I'he actual exten1, or growth may be less than Hrangc· 1n our sirnulations, the hori:wntaJ connections 
grew to a-length of 9 iso-oricnt.ation eolurnns (see Figure 5). Figures 11d and 14h show how the vertica-1-
Lo-vertica.l U kernel has developed just before c-;ye opening and after visual developrnent self-equilibrates, 
respectively. 
:JO 
Equations (29} (:)!) deh'rminc how\ over time, activity corre-lations <Hnong layer '2j:1 n;\Ls produce 
<1 spa.t.ia! distribution of axonal ('Ollt'H'dions. The four key panuneLers that. iJJfiucnce this process arc 
as follows: (i) Pararnd.cr Utolfd in (29) determines t.he total arnount. of axonal growth out of each layer 
2/:1 eel!. (ii) Parmnet.er ·Jf.' in ('2D) determines the level of int.ra.cellular competition for axonal resources 
between diff'c~n:nt axons. Reducing 4; causes the distributions of axonal connections t.o become more 
isotropic. (iii) Pnnunet.er "~ in equation (:30) maps units of axon growth into uuit.s of' spa.t.ial distance, 
in order to calctllat.e the distance of an axon from it.s t.nrgeL Increa:::ing ;..~ inereas<)S t.hc length to which 
axons are capable of growing. (iv) PanuncLer ;3 in (31) affects the shape of t.hc chelllical gradient. that. 
attracts an axon t.o its target. H.aising ,B flat.tcns Lhis gradient and thus reduces Lhe effect. of distance on 
competition in equation (29). rtaising /3 thus causeB Lhe axonal distribution to bccornc more isotropic_ 
with respect to diHta.nee. 
Lenruiug of Layer 2/3 Exeitatory Horizontal Synrtptie Weights: Once a. hori;-;ontal a.x-
011 rea('hcs its target. cell, then the strength of it.s synaptic connection can be modified by acLivit.y-
dependcnt. correlations. \Vc nse a.n in:;La.r learning law, which has become the sta.ndard la\v for learning 
self-organi1,ing maps (Grossberg, 1076a, 198Gb; Kohonen) 1989). During inst.a.r lea.ming, the activity in 
the post.synapt.ie t.argd. cell turns on lea.rning) a.nd the adaptive weight JeaTns the expected vah1c of the 
presynaptic source cell's signals during intervals when the target. cell is a.ct.ive. Disyna.ptie inhibition 
can preveut a postsynaptic cell fro1n firing and t.hus, by instar learning, prevent the lcaming of irrel-
evant hori~oJJLal <·.onnedions (Hc~ss and Donahue, 1994). The synaptic \veight.s ~Jql'ijk carried by the 
exc.it.a.t.ory hori:;,cmLal axons eqm:d zero at. the beginning of' training, and are upda.ted using t.lw insta.r 
leaming equation: 
in which t.bc synaptic Vi/eight v;!<JI'i.jk t.ra.cks the presynaptic signal JJ(Fp 1Jrijk)F(zp 11 r, I')Upqdjk at a ra.t.e 
proportional t.o it.::; postsynaptic acLivity Zijk· ']'he binary funet.ion n(Epql'ijk) enables synaptic leaming 
t.o begin when the axon begins to connect to the target cell: 
otherwise. 
'J'hen v;,1viJk tracks the strength of the signal F(zpqr, I')Up 111-ijk from the source cell. At each position, 
there are four 2-dirncnsiona.l \~,qrijk kernels corresponding Lo the four orientat,iona.l combinations of t 
and A:. Figures 11c and 11i shovv how the verticaJ..t.o-vertical v;)qri)k kernel has developed just before eye 
opening and after vi~ua.l development self-equilibrates. 
Develop1nent of Layer 2/3 Disynaptie Inhibitory Connections: Layer 2/~{ disyna.pt.ic inhi-
bition (Figure 1c) is mediated by t.wo weights. \Veight J:0)J..· calibrates t.he mutual inhibition between 
:n 
lay<-:r '2j:~ inhibitory intcnl<'urons in equation (L8), and weight. T;~jk calibra.t.<~::; the inhibition of layer 2j:3 
pyramidal cells h.;/ layer 2j:~ disynaptic inhibitory int.erneurons in equation (2G). These weights have 
only two spatial indice;; becau:-w they are short~ra.nge interactions whose spatial exLc~nl. is linliL<-'d t.o a 
single hypcrcolumn, indexed by (i, j). The indices r <lnd k denote the orientations of t.he source cell and 
target ceil, respectively. 'l'hr~ weights start. with hero values and develop using <Ul ouLst-a.r learning law 
(Grossberg, I!J(i8, 1980b). 
Outst.ar lcaming of inhibitor.)' connections is used Lo maintain the balance bd\vecn inhibition and 
excitation. Out.star learning accornplislws t.his by causing the inhibitory synaptic weights to track the 
expect-ed a.cLivation or the excitatory cells. lf inst.a.r leaming had been used, then the inhibitory weights 
would have tracked the expected value of' the inhibitory cells. If an excitatory eel! got more and more 
active, this would not. necessarily cause a bala.nced increase in inhibition. Instar lea.rning of excit.ato~ 
ry connections was used in (33) to offset imba.la.nce:; in cell activation patterns while rnaintaining the 
selectivity of cell connections. Had out.st.ar learning been used for Lha.t purpose, then problems could 
have ensued. For exa.rnpl<:\ suppose that t.wo cells, A and B, are learning excitatory connections to each 
other. Let, eel! A be a.ct.ivc 90 percent. of' the t.irne, and cell B be active 10 percent, of the tirnc. For 
simplicity, a:;sumc the activities are independent. and always equal to one. If' out:;Lar learning were used, 
then the synaptic weight t.o cell A would approach .9, and the synaptic weight Lo cell B would a.pproa.ch 
.l. 'l'hereforc, the discrepancy between the cells would increase. Out.star learning a.t. the hori:wntalla.ycr 
'2j;) connections could hereby cause some cells t.o get stronger a.nd st.ronger, and could end up using 
a.ll the a.xona.l resources to support. connections to them, a.t. the expense of other cells. Howevc-:r, \vith 
insta.r learning, the weight. t.o cell A would approach . I, a.nd the weight. Lo cell B would a.pproach .9, 
thereby reducing the discrepancy between their mutua.! act.ivat.ions, without a loss of' selectivity. lt. is for 
these reasons l-hat instar and ont.star learning were u:::ed t.o control excitatory and inhibitory conneet.ions, 
respectively, in the model. 
The outstar le-arning Jaws that are used to conned the inhibitory keruels 7'+ and T- in equations 
(il5) and (:JG) arc: 
1 d ,,_ 
bw ~Ti 1 1'ijk 
Sijr[T 2.: HpqRijkF(zpqR' I') -J;t.~J, 
pqR 
( il5) 
(:JG) 
Here, both types of inhibitory weights track their postsynaptic activities at a rate proportional t.o 
their presynaptic inhibitory interneuron signa.!, Bijr· In equation (~15), the postsynaptic a.etivity is 
r"f:,pqR llpql?ijkF(zpqRl I') and in equation (aG) the postsynaptic activity is SiJk· Kernel T+ hereby 
tracks the act.ivity r LpqR IIpqlNjk.fi'(zpqR, r) of the target pyramidal ceWs apical dendrites, which is 
il2 
derived f'r01n layer Lj;) horiY-ont.al c~xcit.at.or,y connections. Kernel T~ tracks th(' a.divit.y SijJ.: of' t.ht' 
t.argcL inhibitory inter!H-:mon. Figun~s Jilf' and Jrlj Bhow how the vntical-t.o-vert.ica! 'f'+ weight. has 
developed just. before eye opening and a.f't.cr visual developtucnL self'-cquilibrat.es, respectively. The 
vert.ica.I-Lo-vertica.l ']'·- weight d(~velops similar values hecausc the activity t.ha.L iL tracks, Sijk> dcqwnds 
on Lpq/1 Ilp,111ijkF(zpqf?, I') in equation (28). 
Developnwnt of Layer 4 Iuhibitory Connections: The layer 4 sU!TOUJHl inhibition (Figure I b) 
i;.; rnediatcd by IV1~rijk weights that. carry mutual inhibition between layer ·1 inhibitory inLenwurons in 
equation (25), and );\!r~ri.ik weights that. carry inhibition of' layer 4 excitatory cells by layer 4 inhibitory 
int.erneurons in equation (20). These inhibit.ory weights start from /':(~ro value:-:; and develop using an 
out.star learning rule, in which learning is a.ctiva.t.ed when the source cell tums on. During these Balnplillg 
interval:;, weight strength approaches t.lw expected value of t.he target cell's activity at a. rat-e that. covarics 
with the source cell's activity. Such a. learning la.w incorpora.t.es bot.h llebbian a.nd ant.i-1-Iebbia.n properties 
(c.f. Singer, 1983), since weight st1·en~Lh can either increase or decrease to track and Uw.reby ba.la.nce its 
postsynaptic target a.ctivity. Inhibitory learning ruks of Lhis type have also been used to rnocld dynamic 
receptive field changes produced by scotomas (1\.a.laricka.l and :Marshall, 1999). 'l'he h:a.ming lavvs for the 
Jill- and Hl+ vvcight.s a.re: 
1 d 
-·--- ....... w·- .. 
bw dt ]'qnJ"" 
1 d + -;:---~- ~~- \rlfpqrij k 
ow ( l 
1"1/pqr(nl.i.ik- \tV1~rijk), 
.. ((' !'!+ ) 111-pql' _ <3Yijk ·- '1 pqrijk' 
( :37) 
( :38) 
in which the inhibitory weights track their postsynaptic activities at a n1te proportional t.o their presy-
nap tic sampling signal, 1i1pqr. The postsynaptic activity is H1.ijk in cqna.t.ion (:37) a.nd Yijk (sealed by C';3) 
in equa.Lion (~)8). At each position: th('rc :-He four 2--dirneusiona.l \.V·- kcmels and four 2-dirnensiona.l Jtll+ 
kemels, corresponding {.o each combination of vertical and hori;~,onta.l connectivity; vi~., Bubscripts 7' and 
k in (~37) and (;38). Lea.ruing of' \V1;~rijk is rest.rict.ed lo a local: circular window of sarnpled cells (i,j) 
around a. source cell (p,q) such that.: 
( :39) 
All H~-~r·l"jk weights were initia.liy,ed to ~:cro a-t the beginning of training. To reduce t.he computational 
load: t.he kemels were averaged <:tcross spc.ttial position after ea.ch integration step: 
W1~,.,i" = ~'! L o[(p -· i), ( P - /)] o[( q- j), ( q - J )] Wj1q,. 1 J 1 , 
P(JJ,J 
( 1 ()) 
where O[a, b] = 1 if a = b; O[a, b] = 0 otherwise: and N 2 is the number of cells in ea.eh layer. During 
training: N = ao. A similar approximation procedure was also used to cornput.e spatial averages of 
t.hc kernels U: V, T+) and T-. Figures 14c and 11g show how the vert.ica.l-to-vertica.l kernel Hi+ has 
lkve!opcd just before ey(~ opcuing and after visual development self-equilibrates, rc:speet.ivcly. Kernel 
\:\ ·~ develops in a. simila.r wa.y. 
Paranwters for the Develop1uental Equations (37)-(36): Axon growth and synaptic weight 
update parameter::; arc: bw = I .0, C;; = G.O, IV,.(nl-!f(::::: 7, f,;1 = 0.25, U1otal = 114.0, 'I/-• = O.Ol, 
!~~~::fLO, /3 = 8.0, Hran,qc = J J, bv = 0.5, (::::: 0.01, T:::: 1.5. 
Training: Procedure: lVloclel development. occuned dming two successive sta-ges, as also occms in 
\TVO. First. occurs an initia-l coarse specification of horiz:ont.al connections prior to eye opening, followed 
hy a strengthening and increase in tlw selectivity of' these eonnw·.tions after stmct.urccl vision begins. 
The unstructured vision phase was modell:d using uniformly distributed random noise input.s which arc 
Gaussianly filtered to induce local correlations (Figure 2, left). 'l'his Gaussian filtering uses the same 
standard deviation ((J' = 0.5) tha.t. was used t.o define each lobe of the simple cell receptive field in 
equa.t,ions (10) and (11). Followi11g eye opening, inputs contain spatial structure Lha-t. i::; determined by 
obj(~cts in the world. YVe rnodeled these structured visual inputs with randomly sized a.nd positioned 
rectangles (Figme 2, right), in keeping with the idea, that. esscnt.iaJly all visual objects ha.velinear contours 
on a sufficiently small spatia.] scale. H.edangles were appropriate in Lhe present simulation study because 
t.he model only represented hori;;ont..al and vertical orientations. Later work will use more orie11La.t.ions 
and will Lra.in the model using real-vwrld images. In the present. study, ea.d1 input image contained 7 
rectangles, each with a contrast. that. was ra.ndornly distributed between 0 and 2. 'J'he lengt-h and width 
of each rectangle was dcierrnined by an it.era.Live random process in \vhich each dimension sta.rted at 2ero 
pixels, grew (independently) by one pixel at. each iteration, and sLopped growing with probability 0.1 a.t. 
each iteration. The images were processed wit.h vvrap-a.round in both the x a.nd y dirnensions in order to 
avoid spurious boundary effects. 
The training proeedure consisted of prr.sent.ing each randmnly gencra.t.ed irnage (see Figure 2) a.nd 
integrating cell activation equations (:3)---(28)) using t.he 4/h-order Runge Kutt.a. mcthod 1 until equilibrium, 
while keeping all the weights fixed. Equilibriurn was considered achieved when the average absolute 
activity c.hange of layer 2/3 pyrarnidal cclb, defined ill equation (2G), fell below a threshold of 0.002. 
This typically occurred aft.er about 20 iterations through equations (3) -(28). Then, a single integration 
step of the developmental equa.Lions (:37)----(:)6) \vas run using the 4t.h-ordcr H.unge Kut.ta. method. This 
scheme captured t.he rna.in idea. t.ha.t development. occurs slowly relative Lo the t.ime-seale of cell activation. 
Using this procedure) the neL'work was trained with 20)000 unstructured images (F'igurc ~, left) followed 
by ~W,OOO ::;t.rudurecl irnages (Figure 2, right.). Aftc~r presentation of about 10,000 unstructured images, 
the lea.rning equations sf,abili;;ed) and little change Look place until the st.ruc:turcd images were presented. 
A burst. of new learning t.hen t.ook place clue Lo the different statistics of the structured irna.gcs, and did 
:l1 
not. stabilize unt.il prcscnt.a.Lion of about. 15,000 structured images. 
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TABLE CAPTION 
Table 1: Dia.gram of lllodel COJHH-:ct.ions. Tlw first c-Olumns li:;t.s equations describing t.hr: nwdd dymunics 
for each type of target cell. The second column lists Lhc relevant source and target cells, with the sign 
of their interaction listed in !.he third colurnn. Key: R = retina. S = silllple cells. ( _: = compkx cells. 
() = layer G. iJ = layer d. 2/~~ = layer 1/:). E =excitatory. I = inhibitory. The fourLb colunlll lists the 
interaction kl~rncls. Here, "r' means a. point-to-point conncct.iou, i.e., t.o a cell in a. difl'eJ'('llL la.ycr a.L the 
same position and (if applica.hlc) \vith the sa.rne orienkttion preference. G(O") refers to a spatial GttUssia.n 
kernel wi t.h a standard deviation of cr. The remaining kernels 1 {,Y+, \tV-, {!, V, T+, and '/'-, aTe leanwd. 
These kernels are completely general, having hot.h iso- and cros::.:;-oricnta.tional coHHectionB within their 
spatial extent. The final column lists the relevant learning equations next to t.lwse kernels. 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: The adult. nct.work of retinal, Vl, and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) neurons to which Uw 
dcvcloprnent.a.l model converges: (<l) Feedforwawl circuit frorn retina t.o LUN to cortica.lla.ycr 1l. Retina: 
Rdinal ON cc:lls have on-center ofr-sunound organi2ation (white disk sunounded by black a-nnulus). 
ReLinal OFF cells have n.n off-center on-surround orga.niza.tion (black disk surrounded by white annulus). 
J~GN: The LGN ON and OFF cells receive f'ecdforward ON a.nd OFF cell inputs from the retina. Layer4: 
LGN ON and OFF cell excitatory inputs t.o layer 1 establish oriented simple cell receptive fields. Like-
oriented layer 4 simple cells with opposite contrast. polaritie::; cornpde before generating ha.lf..vvavc rectified 
outputs. Pooled sirnple cell outputs enable complex cells to respond to both pola.riLi<~S. 'J'hey hereby 
full-wave rcct.if'y t.he image. See Lext. for details. (b) Cort.ic;-1.] f'eedba.dtloop between layers -1, 2/:3, and 
6: LCN adiva.t.es layer () as well as layer 11. Lc.tyer G cells cxcit.c layer 11 cells with a narrmv on-center 
and inhibit Lhern using layer 4 inhibitory intcrneurons that sp<.tn a broader off-sunound. Layer 4 cells 
excite layer 2j:) cells) which send excita.tory feedback signals back t-o layer() cells via layer 5 (not. shown). 
Layer 2/:3 can hereby a.ctivate the feedforward layr~r () ..... to----1 on-center ofi'-snrround nct.work. (c) The 
horir,ontal intera.dions in layer 2/3 that initia.tc perccpt.ual grouping: Layer 2/:3 complex pyrarnida-1 
cells monosynaptically excite one another via horizontal conn<xt.io!IS 1 primarily on their apical dendrites. 
They a.lso inhibit one another via disynapt.ic inhibit.ion that is rnediat.cd by model smooth stella.t.e cells. 
(d) Top-down cort.icogenicula.t.e feedback from layer (): LGN ON and OFF cells receive topographic: 
excitatory feedba.ck from layer 6, and more broa.dly di::;tribut.ed inhibitory feedback via. LGN inhibitory 
int.crneurons that. arc excited by layer () signals. The feedback signals pool output.::; over a.ll cortical 
orientations and are delivered equally to ON and OFF cells. 
Figure 2: LEFT: Example training ima.gc) consisting of Gaussian filtered random noise) used to model 
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unst.ruct.ur(~d vision prior to eye op<'ning. B.IGHT: Example training irnage, con:-;ist.ing of 7 ra.ndondy 
configured 1-cct.angles, with input. values randornly clist.ributcd between 0 and 2, w;<.:d t.o model strncturul 
vision aJt.er eye op<~ning. 
Figure 3: TOP: Project. ion range of pyramidal cells in cat. visua.l cortex as a. fllnct.ion of age. Projcet.ion 
range doubles after eye opening [Adapt.ed from (;a]uske and Singer (I U9G)J. D OTTO M: l)rojcct.ion range 
or model pyntmidal cc~Jls during development .. Jvlodel projection range also doubles a.ft.er "ey<~ opening)). 
Figure 4: TOP: Mean C~lust.<'r Index (Cl) in fenct. area. 17 as a. function of' age. Fron1 Rut.halier and 
Stryker (199()): '·At P27 llori;~,ont.al connect.ions arc significa.nLly clustered, but single-unit recordings re-
vea.l poor oricnt.a.t.iou selectivity (25% of cells have orientation···-selective responses), n.nd optical imaging 
does not yet show an oricnt.a.t.ion map. Between P~12 and p;)(), a secondary refinement. of horiliontnl con·· 
nections occurs along with the rna.t.urat.ion of singl(·~-unit. orientation sdedivity and t.he emergence of t.hr 
earliest. optical orientation maps." Eye opening takes place at. about P:31. [Ada.pi.ed from Hui.ha;~,er and 
Stryker (.l906).] BOTTOM: Clustering bias in model during development.. The st.n-~ngt.h of' hori;~,ont.al 
connections to iso-oricntaLion columns divided by the net strength of hori;~,ont.a.l connections is plotted as 
a funct.ion of age. Lik(~ the data of Rutha.;,er and Stryker, the clust.cring bias increases after eye opening. 
Figure 5: TOP: Polar plot. of the projection neid frorn a site in la.ycr 2j:J of t.re(~ shrew st.riate cortex. The 
orientation of' the projection Held is in agreement. with the orien{.a.t.ion preference of it.s source neuron. 
[Adapted from Figure 11 of Fit2JHltrick, 1996.] BOTTOM: The projection field frorn a horiwntally 
tuned column in layer '2/:J of the model af"t.er learning has equilibrated. The si~e of each cirde represcni.ti 
the strength of the conneetion to each iso-orient.a.t.ion column. '.l.'lw dashed circle in t.hc middle shows a 
la.yer 2/:1 cell'~ classical r(:ceptive field, which is t.he spatia.] exte.nt. within which a. point. input. causes the 
cell to "Ore" (i.e., go above its out.put. t.hre.':dlOld). 
l!'ignre 6: Cornparison of cortical point. spread fundi on modeled by Grinva.ld cf a!. ( 1 U\H) basf~d on 
optical recordings in macaque prirnary visual cortex, with analogous point. spread funct.ion produced by 
our developed rnodd. A close rna.t.ch is obtained out. t.o four hypercolumns away from the source cell, 
which is the rnaxirnal extent of' model horixont.a.l projections. '.!.'he point spread function of Grinva.ld c! a!. 
(.1091) is a.n exponential decay fund. ion with a. space constant. of 1.5 mm. (if ocular dornina.ncc columns 
of only 011e eye arc considered). 'I'his function was converted to t.he model's metric of' cort.ica.l columns 
by assuming that iso-orient.a.1.ion colmnns a.re spaced 150 pm a.part. 
Figure 7: (a) input image consisting of a. 5 x 5 pixel square a.nd a 5 x ;) pixel reda.ngle, separated 
by a 5 pixel gap. (b) equilibmtcd suprathreshold act.ivities of model layer 4 cells. (c) equilibrated 
suprathreshold a.c:tivitics of model layer 2/?, cells. See text f'or details. 
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Figure 8: TOP: (Left) t.wo aligned vertical bars (8 pixels wid(-~) separated by G-pixcl gap. (!light.) cquiJJ .. 
bra ted suprathreshold a.et.ivit.ics of rnodellayer '2j:~ cells: showing vertical grouping of b<:ll'S. DOTTOM: 
(Left) same t.wo vcrtien.l ba.rs: wit.h five '2-pixd-wide squares aligned hori:;,ontally in t.he gap. (H.ighL) 
cquilibra.t.ed snprathreshold a.ct.ivit.ies of rnockl layer 2/:~ cells, showing that. horiY-onta.l grouping of the 
squa.res blocks Lhe verLical grouping of the hms. 
Figure 9: TOP: Shipley and Kellrnan ( Hl0~)) obtained clarity ratings for illusory contours as a function 
of their support ratio. The st.imulu::; was a !J tlll. illusory J\anihsa square, induced by four pacmcn Hgurcs. 
As the support ra.Lio increased (i.e, the sihe of the pacnwn increas(:s a.nd the size of tlw ga.p decreases) 
the illu::;ory con{,om clarity increased roughly lim~ar!y. [Adapted from Figure 5 of Shipley ancl Kellman 
(HJ9::n.J 'T'hc model results were obtained by measuring the strength of vcrt.ica.l grouping between two 
aligned rcct.a.ngles U~ pixels wide). The length of the rectangles plus gap was 8 pixels. As the size of t.he 
gap \Vas decreased from 11 pixels to] pixel by increasing t.lw length of the rectangles) the <-lverage grouping 
strength in t.he gap increased. See text for a description of' how the grouping strength was ma.ppr:d into 
a metric of perceived illusory contour clarity. BOTTOM: Lesher and Mingolla. (.199:3) also obtained 
clarit.y ra.t.ings for illusory contours as a funet.ion of support raJio. However, they increased snpport ra.tio 
by increasing the number) and hence the density, of perpendicular bar inducers within concent.ric··-riug 
pa.crnan stimuli that induce a. percept of an illusory square. As the nurnber of bars, and hence t.he support 
ratio, increases) t.he illusory contour darity increases and then decreases. [Adapted from Figures Sa. and 
l Oc of Lesher and Mingolla. ( 1 £lO::)) .J The rnodcl )s illusory contour strength was measured along a 4··-pixel 
ga.p. Inducers were 2···-pixeJ."\Vidc bars, with the spa.c.ing between haTs varied to yield 1, 2) :)) a.nd !J ha.rs 
on ea.ch side of the gap) with intcr--har spacing of' :1, 2, 1) and 0 pixels) respectively. 
Figure 10: Bandpass-limited inducers (Gabor patches). As the spatia.] ;;eparatio11 of the Ha.nking pakhes 
was increased (middle and rigbtL the detection threshold for t.he central patch dec-.rcased a.nd tlw11 slowly 
increased back to the baseline threshold obtained for the centra.! pa.t.ch alone (left.). (Adapted from 
Figure 2 of Pola.t and Sa.gi (lOD:~).] 'l'hc model obtained the sa.rne qualitative results. The model's 
det.cct.ion threshold is plotted as a function of' the separation (between patch centers) of the flanking 
stimuli. 'fhe baseline detecl.ion threshold was ealculatcd as the amplit-ude coefficient for t.he central 
Gabor patch which caused the the <:1vera.ge layer 2/a activation level (within a 5 x 5 pixel window 
centered on the Gabor patch) to reach 0.05. 'l'his correspond roughly to having a majority of" layer 2/:~ 
cells within {.he patch go above their firing threshold. 
Figure 11: TOP: Layer 1 cell activity as a function of Lime in Case 1 of Figure 7 for three diff(.;ren{. 
input levels. BOTTOM: Layer 2j:l cell activity. 
Figure 12: TOP: Layer 2/3 cell activity as a. function of time in Case 2 of Figure 7 for three different 
inpnt levels. BOTTOivl: Layer 2j:l cell activity in Ca.".':). 
Figure 13: TOP: La.yer 2t) cell act.iviLJ' in Case;) of Figme 7 with nonnal vv+ kernel, a.nd with HI+ 
kemrl reduced by <10% aud 50%. BOT'I'Olvl: La,yer 2j:) cdl activity in Case:) of Figme 7 with norrnal 
T+ kernel, aud with T+ kernel reduced by :30%, 110%, and 50%. Sec t.ext for dct.ails. 
Figure 14: Spatial kernels used by model. Cirde area denotes the size of a. weight. Open circles denote 
rxcit.at.ory weights <UJd black circ.les denote inhibitory \vcight.s. Kenu:"ls (a) a.nd (b) a.r(~ prespecified; the 
remaining kernels st.arL with zero values, a.nd arc lcarnf~d. The kcmds that govern interactions between 
vertica-lly miented cortical cells arc shown. Kernels govcmillg int.eract.ions with horizontally oriented 
cells nre not shown. (e) ·(f) depict t.he kernels followiHg training in the unst.rndurcd vision pha:;c 
(Figure~ 2, left), a.nd (g)·, {j) depict. tile same kemels following Lra.ining in the structured vision phase 
(Figmc 2, right). (a) GauSBian off-surround in equations (:l), (GJ, and (7). (b) Vertical simple cell filt.er 
implemented in equation (14). (c) and (g): laye!' 1 surround inhibitory weights, 11V+, in equations (20) 
and (:38). (d) and (h): layer 2/3 axonal connection strengths, U, in equations (27), (29), and (:lO). (e) 
and (i): layer 2j:3 synaptic weights, \1, in equations (27) and (:l:l). (f) and (j): layer 2j:l disynaptic 
inhibitory weights, :r+, in equations (2G) and (:JG). 
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